
My Love, Enlighten me - Chapter 453 People Would Always Encounter Some
Scumbags

The phone only rang twice before being picked up.

Kenny didn't speak immediately after he answered the phone.

Gloria thought that he was waiting for her to speak.

Gloria sighed slightly, and said first, "Kenny, we have to talk."

Kenny's voice was neither low nor high, and sounded very indifferent, "I'm very
busy."

"No matter how busy you are, you have to eat, right? We can talk during dinner."
Gloria told herself in her heart that Kenny was a patient, and the compromises
and concessions she made at the time must be got back when Kenny got better in
the future.

Kenny didn't cooperate at all, and said arrogantly, "Dinner is only dinner. I don't
talk to others while I'm eating."

Gloria bit her lip and was so angry that she directly hung up the phone. She put
hands against her waist and stood on the side of the road to calm herself down.

On the other end, Kenny looked at the phone screen that had returned to the
homepage and snorted coldly.

That woman, Gloria , even dared to hang up on him!

Didn't she love him so much and she want to remarry him?



How dare she hang up on him!

Was he being too gentle with her lately? So she dared to be so arrogant in front of
him?

Kenny threw the phone aside, and his expression was horribly cold.

...

In the hot pot restaurant.

Gloria and Edith sat face to face, with several open beers in front of them.

Gloria put the empty bottle in her hand back, picked up another beer bottle and
poured some beer into the glass.

When the beer glass was full, Gloria took it up and drank it at once.

When Edith saw this, she hurriedly stood up and reached out to stop her, "Gloria,
today I asked you out to accompany me to enjoy the beer and hot pot, not for you
to drink alone."

Gloria gripped her wine glass tightly and drank up the wine inside with her head
up.

Seeing that she failed to snatch her wine glass over, Edith had to give up.

She sat back and looked at Gloria sulkily, "Forget it, if you feel so upset, just drink
it. If you drink too much, I will send you back. Anyway, I will be in the film crew
tomorrow, and I can’t get out for months."

She would ask Gloria out for hotpot and beer because the new drama, in which
she would play a role, was about to start filming again, and she would be in the
film crew tomorrow. It was said that they would go to a very remote place to film.



It took a few months to film, so of course she had to come out and have a meal
with Gloria.

Gloria asked her, "Where are you going to film this time?"

When Edith talked about the filming, her eyes glowed and said, "In a mountainous
area in the west. It will take several months to film. The conditions are not very
good, but the script is very good. I like it very much. It will be filmed in the
mountains. There is nowhere to buy even box lunches. Maybe I will have to eat
bark! Hahaha..."

She was obviously joking at the end of her words.

But the location was in the western mountainous area, and the conditions must be
very poor.

Gloria also laughed and said seriously, "You have no way to buy box lunch, but
you can still call, right? Then I will visit you. If you are lack of something, I will
bring it to you."

She finished speaking, raised her hand cup and touched Edith’s, "I wish you a
great success."

Gloria retracted her hand, raised her head and drank another full glass of beer.

Edith frowned and looked at her. Then she looked down at her own glass, took a
sip, and put it down.

Looking at Gloria's expression, Edith guessed that she was already drunk.

Edith had tried to stop her as much as possible. Gloria nodded to show that she
was listening to her, "I'll have another drink."

Then, when Edith was eating, she directly held the beer bottle and drank.



Both Edith and Gloria were outstanding in appearance and temperament. When
they sat down, people looked at them from time to time. Moreover, Gloria was
holding bottles and pouring the beer into her throat. There were already people
around who were looking at them.

Edith stretched out her hand to cover her face, feeling a little embarrassed.

Although it was beer, Gloria got drunk very quickly after she drank it in this way.

In the end, Edith knew that she could not stop Gloria from drinking, so she just
gave up.

She just wanted to fill up her stomach. Then when she was full, she could carry
Gloria back.

By the time Edith was full, Gloria was already lying prone on the table, holding a
bottle of beer, and was totally unconscious.

Edith patted Gloria on the shoulder and called her, "Gloria?"

Drunken people's reactions would become dull. Gloria raised her head and looked
at Gloria in confusion before responding, "Um?"

She was a bit too drunk.

Edith called the waiter, paid the bill and helped Gloria go out.

Although Gloria looked skinny, she wasn't short, so it was a bit hard for Edith to
support her with hands.

She had to thank her agent, who had been urging her to exercise, so that she had
such a good physical fitness to support Gloria, the drunkard, with her hands.

When Edith helped Gloria to the door, a group of people walked in.



Although Edith had intentionally made way for them, she failed to stop Gloria...

Gloria was drunk, muttering Kenny's name. With a wave of her hand, she hit
someone in the group in the face.

"Slap", the sound was ringing.

Edith froze for a moment, then reacted quickly and apologized for Gloria, "Sorry,
my friend is drunk. She didn't mean it."

"If apologies are useful, why are there police? Are you blind? You..." The man
said an old line and began to curse.

Edith was never a pushover, but because she was still holding Gloria and
scrupled the man's other friends, she could only force out a smile and apologize
again.

Usually at times like this, most people would let the matter go after complaining
for a while.

However, the man kept complaining.

Edith bit her lip and tried to say patiently in a kind tone, "Sorry, my friend is drunk
and just accidentally hit you. If you have any dissatisfaction or how you want to
handle the matter, we are willing to do what you want."

"You are willing to do what we want?" The man's eyes lingered on Edith's face,
and his tone seemed a little meaningful.

Edith had been in showbiz for so many years, and she surely had met all kinds of
people.

Holding back her temper, she spoke up and asked, "What do you want to do
about it?"



Edith felt a little lucky. She didn't wear makeup on this day and she dressed very
simply. Her image at the time was difference from that in the TV, so it was difficult
for people who were not familiar with her to recognize her.

The man changed his tone and said meaningfully, "Anyway, you guys are here to
eat too. Why bother to go back so early? If you accompany us to have the meal,
we can forget about the matter. Otherwise, it's not good for people to say we're
embarrassing two women, isn't it? "

Edith curved her mouth corner and smiled coldly at him. Was this man treating
them as prostitutes?

In the world, people would always encounter some scumbags.

"In that case, let's call the police and leave it to them." Edith said, and took out her
phone to call the police.
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When the man saw Edith take out her phone to call the police, he didn't take it
seriously, "Call the police? You think you can scare me? Huh?"

Edith did call the police. She ignored him, and directly told the police their
address.

"Damn it, bitch, you really called the police." Saying that, he was about to come
up and grab Edith's hair.

Edith had seen the sofa next to her. She threw Gloria directly onto the sofa,
stepped back to the other side, and lured the man over.



Gloria was originally quite drunk. After being thrown by Edith, she sobered up in a
moment.

She narrowed her eyes and saw Edith standing not far away, surrounded by a
group of people.

At this time, those people just threatened Edith and didn't hit her.

However, Gloria didn't know that they hadn't hit Edith. She only thought that Edith
was being bullied. Ignoring what they were saying, she stood up shakily and
casually grabbed an empty wine bottle on a dining table and walked over.

Gloria looked drunk at this time, holding the wine bottle expressionlessly, and
looking a bit creepy.

Seeing her like this, the people next to her stepped aside, looking like they were
somewhat scared by her.

"You kneel down and call me daddydy for three times, I can consider sparing you.
If you..."

When Gloria walked over, the man was threatening Edith. Gloria raised the beer
bottle and slammed it directly on the man's head.

The man was dizzy from being smashed by Gloria. He held his head and shouted
at once, "Who the fuck hit me!"

Gloria threw away the beer bottle, lift the chair and hit the man with it.

The man was unprepared and fell to the ground after being hit by the chair.



Gloria grabbed a fork from the side table and stepped forward to step on him,
"Who the hell are you? You want Edith to call you daddy? Even Carl has to show
his respect to her. Who do you think you are? Huh? Tell me, who do you think you
are?"

Edith at the side was dumbfounded.

Was Gloria real drunk or fake drunk?

The last time she saw Gloria drunk was many years ago.

At that time, she was young and arrogant, and she did a lot of "good things" with
Gloria.

The expression of the person who was stepped on the ground by Gloria changed
drastically. While covering his head, he shouted, "What are you guys doing?
Come on, help me!"

Hearing the words, Gloria curved her mouth corners and sneered. Her eyes swept
over the people around her like a knife, and she pointed at them with the fork,
"Back off. I’m mentally ill. If I accidentally hurt you, I won't be sent into the jail."

Those people were bluffed by Gloria, so they didn't dare to go forward in fear of
death.

At this time, the restaurant owner brought the police over.

"They're the ones making trouble here."

In fact, the restaurant owner just noticed Edith and the group of people. But there
were too many people on the man's side. The restaurant owner made a quick
decision and called the police over directly.

The police station was not far from here, and the police usually patrolled in this
area. They happened to be familiar with here, so they came over directly.



When Edith heard that the police were coming, she stepped forward and pulled
Gloria over.

Gloria already mostly sobered up at this time, she pushed Edith away, "Who are
you? Back off."

She said, winking at Edith to tell her pretend not to know her.

Edith was going to go to the mountains with the film crew to film tomorrow. If she
was taken away by the police, there would be big news tomorrow.

Edith was going to say something else. Gloria dragged the person she had
beaten to the police.

The person she had beaten was not tall and lean as a monkey, so she was able
to drag him.

The police looked at Gloria, who reeked of alcohol but had no injuries, and then
turned to the man who didn't reek of alcohol at all but was full of bruises, and said
with a weird expression, "Come to the station with us to be interviewed."

In this way, Gloria and the man went to the police station to give the statement.

...

When they arrived at the police station, Gloria was very cooperative in giving the
statement.

"Name?"

"Gloria Taylor."

"Age?"



"Twenty-six."

"Occupation?"

Gloria thought for a moment and said, "Screenwriter."

She had a pretty face and was so cooperative, so the policeman was pretty gentle
with her.

The policeman turned the notepad in his hand to a new page and said, "Tell me
what happened."

"I was drunk. I wasn't looking when I was walking, so I accidentally hit him. He
cursed. You know, when people are drunk, they sometimes have a hard time
controlling their tempers. It's okay that he cursed at me, but he even cursed at my
family..."

The first half of her words were true, but the rest were made up by her.

She wasn't an actress like Edith, but she was good at telling lies.

It was originally an ordinary small case, and the police didn't care too much.

The policeman said, "We will reconcile you guys, and then..."

Gloria suddenly thought of something, and she leaned forward to the policeman
and asked with a mysterious face, "I'm going to be detained, right?"

The policeman nodded and looked at her with a confused look on his face,
"Yeah."

If he wasn't mistaken, the expression on the woman's face seemed to be...
excited?



"Do I have to find someone to bail me out?" Gloria finished speaking, "Then let
me make a call first."

She took out her phone, found Kenny's phone number and dialed it.

It was already ten o'clock in the evening.

Kenny's voice sounded a little hazy on the phone.

His voice still sounded pleasant, but the words that came out of his mouth were
not as pleasant.

"Gloria, what are you up to again?"

Gloria was still a little drunk at this time. She leaned back in her chair, "Kenny, I'm
in the police station. Can you come to bail me out?"

Her voice was the same as usual, but she spoke a little slower. With what she
said, she sounded somewhat pitiful.

At this time, Kenny was still working on the documents in the study. Hearing
Gloria's words, he was stunned for a moment before asking, "Where are you?"

"The police station. The cops here are so mean..."

The policeman who was sitting opposite Gloria, "..."

Kenny lowered his eyes and looked at the time in the lower right corner of the
computer.

At ten o'clock in the evening? In the police station? She asked him to bail her
out...

Kenny felt that his lifetime of patience was spent on Gloria.



"Why should I bail you out? Gloria, you are doing more and more good at
dreaming. I don't have..."

"I'm your woman. If you don't bail me out, who will do that? Hurry up. I'll wait for
you."

Gloria finished speaking, raised the phone to her eyes, narrowed her eyes, and
found the red button to hang up.

She hung up the phone and found that the policeman sitting across from her was
looking at her with a weird look.
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Seeing the policeman looking at her, Gloria had to look up at him and asked,
"Why are you looking at me like this?"

The policeman asked, "Were you just on the phone with Kenny Clarke?"

Gloria was still not fully sober at this point and immediately admitted, "Yes."

The police immediately continued, "Kenny Clarke, the CEO of the Clarke Group?
Your name is Gloria Taylor?"

"Yes, Yes ." Because the policeman asked two questions, Gloria said "Yes " twice.

The policeman's eyes lit up all at once.

Because of his excitement, he leaned forward and narrowed the distance
between himself and Gloria.



Word by word, he asked Gloria very seriously, "So you... are the screenwriter of
'Lost City'?"

Gloria stared at the policeman for a few seconds. Probably feeling that his uniform
was very deterrent, she nodded honestly, "Yes ."

The policeman was so excited to hear her say this that he punched hard on the
desk before asking her, "Miss Taylor, I would like to ask, in the last episode of the
first season of 'Lost City', why was Wei Jincheng arrested and imprisoned? Did he
really commit a crime or did someone set him up?"

Gloria muttered, "The last episode of 'Lost City'?"

"Yes!" The policeman looked at her expectantly.

"You guys also watch 'Lost City'? Thank you for liking it." Gloria smiled slyly at the
policeman.

"Lost City" was a crux play with a bit of criminal investigation elements. She didn't
know enough about criminal investigation, so she looked up a lot of information
about it. She was always worried about that there would be omissions and being
criticized, so she tried to avoid writing about criminal investigation. Most of the
time, she just mentioned it simply.

"Can you tell me why Wei Jincheng was arrested and imprisoned!" The policeman
looked anxious.

Gloria stared at him for a few seconds, and said, "In the plot before, there is a hint
for that. If you watch the drama seriously, you can definitely find it."

At this time, another policewoman came over, as if she brought some documents
for the policeman.



Seeing Gloria, the policewoman asked by the way, "What is the case?"

"A small case." The policeman finished speaking, then turned his head and
continued to ask, "Miss Taylor, I know what you said. There are so many
foreshadowings and threads in the previous plot. No matter which thread is used
to explain, it can make sense. There is a lot of controversy. I just want to know
what the official answer is."

The policewoman was ready to leave. Hearing what he said, she leaned over,
"Are you talking about 'Lost City'?"

The police enthusiastically introduced her, "Miss Taylor, the screenwriter of 'Lost
City'."

The policewoman widened her eyes in surprise, and sat down on the other side, "I
have a question too..."

Then, there were other people who came over and gathered around Gloria to ask
questions.

Gloria was preparing for "Lost City 2" during this time. She watched "Lost City"
several times from beginning to end, and was very clear about the finalization and
details of each plot.

She could answer their questions one by one.

However, she didn't say a word about the imprisonment of the male lead, Wei
Jincheng, whom they all wanted to know.

This was the biggest selling point of "Lost City 2". It was impossible for her to tell
them.

When Kenny came, he saw this scene.

A group of police officers gathered around Gloria, asking questions very eagerly.



Gloria answered their questions very patiently.

Seeing this scene, Kenny almost suspected that Gloria was really just teasing
him, and that she came to the police station on purpose.

But he knew very well that this kind of thing was not a child's play.

The one who came with Kenny was Shi Ye.

The first person who saw Kenny was the policeman who took the statement for
Gloria. He coughed and said, "What are you all gathering around for? Don't you
have to work!"

Then the group of police officers dispersed.

Gloria looked back. When he saw Kenny, her eyes lit up.

She stood up, trying to walk towards Kenny.

However, only after she stood up, she felt dizzy and stumbled to fall forward.

Kenny quickly stepped forward and steadied her.

As soon as he approached, he smelled the strong smell of wine on her.

Gloria felt the familiar scent of him and raised her head to smile at him, reaching
out to grab his lapels, "You really came."

When she spoke, she also gave out the fumes of wine.

Kenny's eyebrows were knotted, and he threw Gloria directly back onto the chair
with a disgusted look. With his head slightly aslant, he said to Shi Ye, "Deal with
it."



"Yes."

Shi Ye responded and then went through the formalities and released Gloria on
bail.

After completing the formalities, Kenny just called Gloria coldly, "Aren't you
leaving? You want me to help you?"

Gloria, who was not completely sober, obeyed her own thoughts very much and
nodded in response, "Yes."

"Heh!" Kenny sneered, turned around and headed outside.

"Hey!" Gloria stood up and stumbled, trying to keep up with Kenny's pace.

But she failed to do what she wanted to do.

She was so dizzy that she staggered.

When Shi Ye saw this, he went up to help her.

Unexpectedly, Kenny, who had been walking in the front, seemed to have eyes on
his back. He stopped and said without looking back, "Don't help her."

Shi Ye abruptly took his hand back that stretched out halfway. He whispered to
Gloria, "Young mistress, watch your steps and be careful."

"No." Gloria quickened her steps, "Where is Kenny? I have to go quickly to find
him."

The tall figure walking in front paused slightly and slowed down imperceptibly.

Gloria staggered to catch up, grabbed Kenny's hand and refused to let it go.

Kenny shook his hand, but didn't shook her hand off.



He didn't know where the drunk woman got such strength.

He turned his head and met Gloria's silly smiling eyes, "I've got you."

She spoke slowly, and sounded a bit silly.

Not only did she sound silly when she spoke, she also looked silly at this time.

Kenny couldn't shake her off. He could only head forward with his arm being
dragged by her.

Gloria was so dizzy that she simply held his arms with both hands, leaned most of
her body on him, and walked forward with the help of his strength.

Kenny felt that his patience would reach its limit in the next second.

However, every next second, he would convince himself to endure one more
second.

In this way, he walked to the parking lot with Gloria holding his arm.

Shi Ye stepped forward and opened the door for him.

Kenny reached out, trying to push Gloria's arms away.

But... he failed.

Kenny closed his eyes for a moment, and his tone was full of hidden anger, "Am
you going to celebrate the spring festival with my arm?"

Gloria squinted and looked like she was about to fall asleep, "Why will I do that? I
want to celebrate the New Year with you."



My Love, Enlighten me - Chapter 456 Am I Dreaming
With an overcast face, Kenny picked up Gloria and threw her straight into the car.

His movements were not gentle at all, and Gloria felt a little bit painful when she
was thrown into it.

She sat up slowly, trying to lean on the back of the seat, but the back seat of the
car did not have armrests on both sides like a chair. So she leaned on the back of
the seat and involuntarily fell to the sides.

Sliding down, Gloria put her hands on the cushion to support her body and
continued to lean on the back.

No one knew how many times she did that. She looked a little silly when she kept
doing that.

A series of her actions were completely captured by Kenny.

Shi Ye stood by the car door, took a look at Gloria, then looked at Kenny, who had
an overcast face as if he would pull Gloria out and throw her away at any time. He
coughed and reminded him, "Young master, please get in the car."

Kenny pressed his lips. Although there was a disgusted look in his eyes, he still
sat into it.

Gloria was still continuing what she did just now.

Kenny got into the car and leaned against the door, trying to keep as much
distance from Gloria as possible.



Shi Ye drove in front. Considering Gloria's situation, he tried to drive the car as
smoothly as possible, but Gloria still swayed unsteadily and hit the hard window.

Even only listening to the "bang", he felt that it hurt.

He glanced in the rearview mirror with a slightly worried face. Kenny was still
sitting there with a cold face, and acting nonchalantly to Gloria who was rickety
beside him.

Shi Ye couldn't help sighing.

After Gloria got drunk, apart from being especially prone to make trouble on the
spur of the moment, she behaved fine and didn't vomit often.

It was just that even though she didn't vomit often, she couldn't stand being
shaken like this.

"Eww……"

Gloria subconsciously covered her lips and retched.

Kenny's face turned cold at once, "Gloria, what are you doing?"

"I feel like..."Gloria heard his voice and leaned in his direction. She lost balance
and directly pounced on him.

Then, she completed the rest words, "Vomiting."

Kenny reached out to catch her who was pounced over, and stiffened for a
moment before speaking, "Stop the car!"

Shi Ye hurriedly stopped the car.

Gloria pounced into his arms, smelling the familiar breath, sighed with
satisfaction, rubbed in his chest, and closed her eyes.



Seeing this, Kenny sulkily pushed her, "Gloria, get out of the car to vomit."

"I'm....I'm not going to throw up..." Gloria said intermittently, rubbing against his
clothes again, and her breathing gradually calmed down.

"Then sit up straight yourself."

After Kenny said that, seeing that Gloria was motionless, he reached out and
pushed her.

Only then did he realize that Gloria was already asleep.

Gloria, who was asleep, did not look the same as usual. Her eyes were too
fascinating. When they were usually open, they made people felt that she was a
beautiful woman at the first glance.

But when she fell asleep and closed her eyes, she showed a hint of childishness,
and looked much younger than her actual age.

Shi Ye, who drove in front, saw Kenny call him but did not move, so he couldn't
help reminding him, "Young master?"

Kenny raised his eyes slightly and said, "Nothing."

Shi Ye heard this and continued to drive.

After staring at Gloria for a long while, Kenny couldn't hold back, so he reached
out and pushed a strand of hair from her forehead behind her ear.

He noticed that he seemed do this naturally and smoothly.

Did he often do such intimate things with Gloria before?



Although Shi Ye had told him about what happened between him and Gloria, this
could only make him feel good about Gloria and accept her more easily, but it
would not make him fall in love with her in such a short time.

He saw Gloria's efforts...

...

The car stopped in front of Kenny's villa.

As soon as the car stopped, the bodyguard came over and opened the door for
Kenny.

Kenny got out of the car with Gloria in his arms and went straight into the villa.

A servant greeted him, "Young master..."

Kenny didn't stop, and he said, "Ask someone to come up and help her bathe."

At this time, Tina was already asleep, so his steps were light.

Gloria's previous room remained the same, and he directly carried her to the room
she lived in before.

When the maid came in, Kenny stood up and said, "Give her a shower and
change her clothes."

The maid nodded slightly, "Okay."

Kenny turned around and went back to his room.

He returned to his room, took a shower and lay in his bed, tossing and turning.

He sat up, stretched out to press his eyebrows, turned on the bedside lamp, sat
quietly for a few seconds, and then lifted the covers and got out of bed.



He opened the door, walked straight out, and stopped outside Gloria's door.

Standing at the door of Gloria's room, Kenny was taken aback.

He frowned slightly, turned the doorknob, and opened the door.

The maid probably thought Gloria would get up in the middle of the night, so she
thoughtfully left the bedside lamp turned on.

The light was dim, so he couldn't see very clearly.

Kenny walked to the bed and stood still. Gloria tilted her head in sleep, frowning
slightly.

When he reacted, he found that his fingers were already on her eyebrows.

He was stunned for a moment, and his fingers became stiff. Then he simply
pressed lightly between her eyebrows.

However, his action did not have a soothing effect. Gloria's eyelashes quivered a
few times before she opened her eyes.

He didn't expect Gloria to wake up all at once, so he didn't know how to react in a
moment.

They looked at each other, and the room was extremely quiet.

Gloria muttered, "Am I dreaming?"

After messing about all night, going to the police station, making a scene in the
car and having a shower, Gloria almost sobered up at this moment.

However, it was obviously not reasonable to see Kenny standing in front of her
bed when she woke up in the middle of the night.



Kenny glanced at her, turned around and walked out. The view of his back looked
a bit irritated.

Gloria froze for a moment, then suddenly jumped out of the bed. At an
unprecedented speed, she rushed to Kenny and blocked his way.

Looking at the woman who blocked his way by opening her arms, Kenny looked
clam and his expression did not change a little.

He asked in a deep voice, "What are you doing?"

Gloria also felt that her actions at the moment were a bit weird, so she retracted
her hands embarrassedly, and asked him in a low voice, "It was you who went to
the police station to bring me back?"

Speaking of this, Kenny looked a little gloomy, "You tell me? You were so drunk.
Do you think you crawled out of the police station yourself?"

There was a bit of anger in his tone that he himself didn't even notice.

There was no telling if he was angry because Gloria asked him to clean up the
mess she made.

Or because she made herself so drunk outside.

In short, he was not at ease in this whole night.

My Love, Enlighten me - Chapter 457 Torture Him
Gloria reacted a little slowly at this point.



She stared at Kenny for a few seconds before realizing that Kenny was scolding
her again.

She bit her lip, and said in an angry tone, "If you didn't bring me back, what else
can I do except crawling back?"

That was not true.

If Kenny didn't go to bring her back, Edith would go and bail her out.

She didn't know if it was because she had spent a long time with Kenny, she
found that herself also started to play this kind of tricks.

"Good, you know." Kenny finished speaking, looking her up and down.

When his eyes crossed her chest, his eyes flickered. He quickly looked away, and
said coldly, "Next time, if you get drunk and get yourself into the police station
again, crawl back by yourself! "

Gloria noticed his eyes and looked down at herself in doubt before realizing that
she had taken a shower and changed clothes, and she was wearing nothing
inside.

No wonder the look in Kenny's eyes were a bit strange just now.

She subconsciously stretched out her hands to cover her chest, and then felt that
she was taking a superfluous action. In a moment, she didn't know what to do
exactly.

She changed the subject and asked, "Who helped me take the bath?"



Gloria looked a little embarrassed when she said this.

Kenny saw through her thoughts, uttered a snorting laugh, and said, "Do you think
it was me?"

A hint of embarrassment flashed across Gloria's face. She did think so just now.

Kenny bathed her before.

But his sarcastic reply had proven that it wasn't him who helped her take the bath
earlier.

Kenny didn't wait for her to speak anymore, raised his feet, bypassed her, and left
her room directly.

Gloria turned her head and watched Kenny's figure disappear. She ran over to
close the door, and turned around to jump back onto the bed in irritation.

Such a Kenny was really irritating.

Gloria grabbed the quilt and covered her head, thinking that when Kenny
recovered his memory, she would also torture him like this.

Thinking like this in a daze, she fell asleep.

...

When Gloria woke up the next morning, she felt something moving in the bed.

She propped herself up to look, and then looked into Tina's big, watery, dark eyes.

" Tina!" Gloria hugged Tina happily.

"Ha-ha..." Tina laughed and put her arms around Gloria's neck. She asked
"Mommy, why are you here."



When she slept last night, she didn't see her mother.

At the thought that how drunk she was last night and she even went to the police
station, Gloria felt a little guilty.

She pressed her lips and said, "I, I came here quietly in the middle of the night."

"Huh?" Tina was a little confused, then nodded, "Oh, quietly."

Seeing that Tina was still wearing pajamas, Gloria bypassed the topic and said,
"Let mommy take you to wash your face and brush your teeth."

Half an hour later, after Gloria and Tina washed and changed their clothes and
went downstairs, Kenny was already sitting at the dining table.

He was holding a newspaper in his hand, and when he heard the movement of
Gloria and Tina coming in, he didn't look at them. He still looked at the newspaper
in his hand intently.

It occurred to Gloria that she and Colin were taken photos by the media and wrote
in news by them.

She did not speak, and began to eat breakfast in silence.

While eating, Tina was curiously trying to grab the newspaper in Kenny's hands,
"Daddydy, what are you reading?"

Kenny raised the newspaper in his hand a little higher, avoiding Tina's little hand.

"A newspaper." His indifferent voice rang behind the newspaper.

"I see." Although Tina didn't know what a newspaper was, she nodded in
satisfaction after getting the answer.



Then she stopped messing around and ate obediently.

Instead, Gloria was still curiously glancing at Kenny.

She thoroughly recalled what happened last night in this morning.

To be precise, it was what happened on her way back to Kenny's villa from the
police station last night.

Thinking about it, she felt particularly embarrassed.

Recently, she had been pestering Kenny, and she was used to it.

However, if she remembered correctly, before last night, she and Kenny were still
giving each other the silent treatment.

It could be that she unilaterally felt that they were giving each other the silent
treatment, while Kenny probably did not want to see her.

Thinking of this, not only did Gloria have no desire to peek at Kenny, but she also
lost her appetite for eating.

The food on her plate almost remained unchanged. She just drank up the milk
and touched Tina's head, "Mommy is full and leaving. Tina, be good at home."

Tina looked up at her in confusion, "Where is mommy going?"

Gloria thought for a while and said, "Going to work. Mommy has been busy with
work lately. You live with daddy and be good."

Tina tamely nodded, "Okay."

She had a vague concept of work, but could vaguely understand the meaning of
Gloria's words.



After soothing Tina, she turned to look at Kenny and saw that he was still holding
the newspaper. She pressed her lips and said, "Thank you for bringing me out
yesterday. I'm leaving."

After that, she did not leave immediately, but sat quietly in the chair for a few
seconds.

After she was sure that Kenny wouldn't take away the newspaper and looked at
her, she got up and left.

After Gloria left, Kenny threw the newspaper aside.

Tina put her mouth on the edge of the plate, sending the fried egg to her mouth
with the fork. She looked up at Kenny.

When she saw Kenny's dark circles, she laughed, "Daddy got panda eyes"

The corners of Kenny's mouth were slightly stiff, and he put the fried eggs on his
plate onto Tina’s, "Eat more."

Tina looked at his face curiously while eating.

They said that Tina's eyes were like his, but he thought Tina's eyes were more
like Gloria's.

Tina was just a kid, and he couldn't say whatever he wanted to say like he did to
Gloria. So he could only turn his head to the side and not look at her.

When he returned to his room last night, he didn't know what was wrong with him
and he was unable to fall asleep all night.

If he didn't shield his face with the newspaper just now, he guessed that Gloria
would imagine things again when she saw his dark circles.

...



Gloria left Kenny's villa and took out her cell phone to call Edith.

Edith quickly answered the phone, and the background sound of the call was at
the airport. It was broadcasting flight information from time to time.

Gloria asked her, "Are you already at the airport?"

"Yes, I'm about to board the plane." Edith said, handing the water glass in her
hand to her assistant, and then walked to the side and asked in a low voice, "It
was Big Boss who picked you up last night, right? Did he take you straight
home?"

When she went to the police station to pick up Gloria last night, a policeman told
her that Gloria had been picked up. She was asked for an autograph by a
policewoman by the way.

My Love, Enlighten me - Chapter 458 You still hate me!
Gloria Taylor nodded subconsciously, and then remembered that Edith Hall could
not see her current movements, and said, "I called him." "You called him, and
then he picked you up? I don’t believe he doesn’t have any feeling to you..." At
this time, the voice of Edith Hall’s assistant sounded on the other side of the
phone: "Edith, we would go for boarding soon." Edith whispered back: "You go
ahead."

Then she said to Gloria: "Gloria, I go for boarding first, and I have to transfer to
another train and car there. I guess there is no time to contact you. When I come
back, maybe the big boss will have recovered his memory. " “May you be safe
throughout the journey. I will visit you if I have time." "It’s too far and the traffic is
inconvenient, so don’t come." "Okay, go for boarding quickly." Gloria urged Edith
to hang up and then she took a taxi back.



The house was silent. Gloria Taylor changed clothes, held her laptop and tablet to
sit down by the window, ready to work. Although she had watched "Lost City"
several times, she still needed to pay attention to the details, so as not to have too
obvious bugs which would be discovered by the audience. In this kind of industry,
half was competing with self and half competing with the audience. To describe a
scene about a small business meeting, or an operation to suppress bandits, she
might need to check dozens of pages of information, but what she needed at the
end was only one or two pages.

Although the first part had been used as a basis, writing the second part was
actually no different from writing a brand new story, writing some new stories and
then stringing in the old clues to form a coherent story line. Gloria Taylor played
"Lost City" on the tablet, tapped on the laptop. When she was tired, she would
take out her phone and go online to watch entertainment news. The previous
news about her and Colin had been withdrawn earlier, and there were basically no
formal media on the Internet that still kept this report.

As for other small media companies that were not very authoritative, no one
cared. Gloria Taylor saw it from beginning to end, except for some celebrity
scandals and the promotion of new dramas, there was no interesting news. After
reading a page of news, she went back to the top, refreshed habitually, and found
a new headline. "Surprised: President Clarke entered the police station late at
night and took a woman away. It seems that he has a new loveer..." Gloria clicked
in. The picture inside was obviously magnified by the far lens, and the picture
looked exceptional blurry.

The background was outside the police station, Kenny stood tall and upright next
to a woman with disheveled hair. Kenny Clarke's face was not very clear, but he
had appeared many times in recent years. Even if he didn't show his face, his
temperament could be easily recognized. And the woman with disheveled hair
next to him... Gloria Taylor enlarged the picture and looked at it several times, but
couldn't believe it was herself. She couldn't see the face, just seeing her dangling



Kenny Clarke's arm, and her hair like a mess of straw, which made her
embarrassed now.

The comments below were similar to her thoughts. "You told me that this woman
is Young Master Clarke's new lover? He really has no sense!" "Hahaha, this
woman seems to be sick in her brain." Gloria sneered. Continued to scroll down.
"I can't see her face, maybe it's Young Master Clarke's cousin or something?"
"Back upstairs, there is no such possibility. According to rumors, Young Master
Clarke is of a very cold personality. He would not be so close to his cousin.”
"That's not right, doesn't Young Master Clarke have a fiancee? I haven't heard of
him breaking up with that fiancee!"

"A couple can still get divorced, let alone just a fiancée." Gloria Taylor
remembered that Kenny Clarke and Su Mian were previously "unmarried
couples". Thinking of this, Gloria Taylor was even more worried. The news had
just come out, and she didn’t know if Kenny Clarke knew it. Maybe Kenny Clarke
thought she exposed the news to a certain media outlet. Gloria Taylor found her
cell phone and called Kenny Clarke. Kenny Clarke said indifferently on the phone:
"Say." It was really cold. Gloria Taylor said: "When you went to the police station
to pick me up last night, we was photographed by the media. We are on the news
now, it should have just been sent out."

There was a moment of silence on the other end before Kenny Clarke's voice
sounded again: "I know." She felt that Kenny Clarke was about to hang up the
phone after speaking, and gave a hurried cry. "Kenny Clarke." Kenny Clarke's
tone was obviously a bit impatient: "Is there anything else?" "Are you coming over
for dinner tonight?" Gloria added: "You can tell me what you want to eat." Kenny
Clarke replied faintly: "Yeah." Gloria Taylor was a little surprised, she didn't expect
Kenny Clarke would agree without hesitation.

Kenny Clarke hung up and sent a text message to Gloria Taylor. The text
message contained a list of dishes. She just asked Kenny Clarke if she wanted to
come over for dinner, but she was indirectly asking him for an answer. If Kenny



Clarke was still worrying that she and Colin Hall were on the news before, he
would definitely not come over for dinner, but he agreed, which would represent
Kenny Clarke didn’t care about that anymore. Originally it was just a nonexistent
thing.

Because Kenny Clarke would come over for dinner at night, Gloria drove out to
buy vegetables in the afternoon. She went to a relatively large mall in the city
center. From the parking lot, she always felt that someone was watching her. That
feeling became more obvious until she entered the supermarket. She glanced
back vigilantly, stepped into the middle of a row of shelves, and then quickly went
around the corner to hide. Not long after Gloria Taylor stood at the corner, a
woman came over, as if looking for someone. When the woman approached,
Gloria Taylor could see her face clearly. It turned out to be Tina Walker!

Before Tina Walker saw her, she quickly turned around and planned to walk away
quietly. However, it was too late. "Gloria!" Tina Walker called her, and hurriedly
walked to her and blocked her way. She looked at Gloria Taylor carefully, and a bit
of surprise flashed in her eyes: "It's really you!" Gloria Taylor looked up at Tina
Walker, and said expressionlessly: "Mrs. Taylor." Tina Walker heard the name, the
expression on her face changed: "Gloria, I haven't seen you for so long, you still
hate me..."

Almost immediately, Gloria Taylor replied firmly: "No." Tina Walker looked up at
her at a loss. "It doesn't matter at all. If I really hate you, I'm afraid you can no
longer stand here and talk to me." Gloria’s tone was very calm. There was no
feeling for Tina Walker. If she did not appear, Gloria Taylor wouldn’t even think of
her.

My Love, Enlighten me - Chapter 459 Don’t you want to express your gratitude to
me?
Tina Walker saw the seriousness in Gloria Taylor's eyes, and said nonchalantly:
"It's fine if you don't remember any grudges. In the past few years...where have
you been? How are you?" Gloria didn't think she had much to talk about with her,



but Tina Walker obviously didn't think so, as if she wanted to talk to her for a long
time. After listening to her, Gloria Taylor looked at her carefully. Although Tina
Walker did not love her since she was a child, she accidentally inherited the looks
of Tina Walker.

Tina Walker was a beauty, and was also a well-maintained middle-aged beauty at
least three years ago. However, Tina Walker in front of her now was much older
than Tina Walker three years ago. The crow's feet in the corners of her eyes had
begun to show up, her back was slightly curved, and her posture was not as good
as before. Gloria Taylor looked at Tina Walker calmly, and said quietly: "I'm fine,
how about you?" When Tina Walker heard this, she thought Gloria still cared
about her.

She was overjoyed, with a smile on her face, and then shook her head again:
"You have a good time, and I'm okay..." Okay? It meant that she had a bad time.
From the dress of Tina Walker and her mental state, Gloria could actually tell her
current life. Her past three years must have been no better than before. Gloria
Taylor probably understood what Tina Walker was thinking.

Whenever Tina Walker had a bad life, she would think of looking for Gloria Taylor.
"I want to buy something, and I don't have time to talk to Mrs. Taylor." After Gloria
finished, she turned around to pick something without giving Tina Walker a
chance to speak. However, Tina Walker did not leave, but followed her not far
away. Occasionally when Gloria Taylor looked back, Tina Walker would show her
a timid smile.

This was so different from Tina Walker a few years ago. Gloria Taylor's heart was
moved. But soon, the touch of emotion in her heart returned to peace. Because
she thought of Anne Taylor. Anne Taylor hated her so much, and Tina Walker had
always loved Anne Taylor. She gave Tina Walker so many opportunities, but Tina
Walker chose to give up her every time. She suspected that Tina Walker was
instigated by Anne Taylor to approach her on purpose.



Tina Walker had done things like helping Anne Taylor harm her many times
before, and it was not unfamiliar for Gloria. The more she thought about it, the
colder Gloria Taylor's heart became. She quickly picked what she needed, and
went out of the supermarket after checking out. When Gloria Taylor went to the
underground parking lot, she saw Tina Walker again. "Gloria." Tina Walker was
standing next to her car, calling her name. Gloria Taylor looked at her blankly: "Did
Anne Taylor order you to approach me?"

Tina Walker was stunned for a moment, and quickly denied: "No, it has nothing to
do with Anne. It is because I saw the news myself that I knew that you have
returned to Huyang City. I also went out to buy things by myself today. I didn’t
expect I would meet you here." Gloria Taylor was disappointed with Tina Walker
too many times, so she didn't believe her words. Gloria Taylor stretched out her
hand to support the car door and said, "Whether you were instigated by Anne
Taylor or not, you must know clearly we don't have any relationship anymore, and
I have nothing to do with the Taylor family."

After she finished, she opened the car door to sit in. At this moment, Tina Walker
suddenly stopped her and said in disbelief: "Gloria, why are you so cruel, if I tell
you, Anne Taylor has been torturing me for the past three years. Don't you blame
yourself at all?" Gloria Taylor was taken aback. She had never thought that Anne
Taylor would pass on her hatred to Tina Walker. After all, her relationship with
Tina Walker was not good at all, this was something that Anne Taylor also knew.

She had a bad relationship with Tina Walker. Even if Anne Taylor tortured Tina
Walker, it would have no effect on Gloria Taylor. Anne Taylor should also
understand this truth. The only explanation was that Anne Taylor was really
irritated by Si Chengyu's death. As long as one was related to Gloria Taylor, she
wanted to get back at the one. "Blame myself?" Gloria Taylor laughed mockingly:
"That's your dear daughter you spoiled since childhood. Don't you regret when
she treated you like that?"



She deliberately emphasized the word "daughter". Tina Walker's complexion
changed slightly: "Gloria, you weren't like this before. You understood me very
well when you were young. Why do I treat Anne well? You do know why,
besides..." "Okay." Gloria interrupted her. At this time, Tina Walker still called the
woman "Anne", which showed that she still had a trace of affection for Anne
Taylor.

She was used to hearing Tina Walker's reasons and excuses. "As soon as you
opened your mouth, you asked if I would blame myself. Did you find me in the
past three years? You never treated me as a daughter. Why do you think I would
blame myself? I can’t wait for clapping my hands! Madam Taylor, you don't know
me too much." After Gloria Taylor finished speaking, she waved Tina Walker's
hand away, got into the car, and drove away quickly. Tina Walker stood there,
watching Gloria Taylor leave, and a touch of unwillingness appeared in her eyes.

…

When Gloria Taylor came out to buy things, she wasn't in a good mood, but it was
not bad. After meeting Tina Walker, she was completely depressed. Tina Walker
still had a certain influence on her. When Kenny Clarke came over for dinner at
night, he noticed that Gloria Taylor's complexion was not right. He casually put the
suit jacket on the hanger at the door and walked towards the dining table.

Seeing him coming in, Gloria Taylor looked behind him, making sure that he was
the only one coming. Gloria Taylor asked him incomprehensibly: "Where is Tina?"
Kenny Clarke sat down at the dining table, glanced around the dining table, and
faintly replied: "At home." Gloria Taylor thought of the Tina Walker she met today,
and didn't say much. It was much better for Tina Clarke to live with Kenny Clarke
than to live with her.

She stopped asking more, turned around and brought out the soup in the kitchen.
And she found Kenny Clarke had stood up and walked towards the kitchen. Gloria
Taylor asked him: "What do you do?" Kenny Clarke replied with two words: "Take
bowls." Gloria Taylor opened her mouth slightly in surprise. Did she hear that
Kenny said he wanted to go in kitchen and get a bowl? Last time, Kenny Clarke



was for cooperating with Tina Clarke to get the bowl by himself. What about this
time?

Gloria Taylor brought the soup to the table in a daze. Kenny Clarke had already
taken two sets of bowls and chopsticks and walked out. He set the bowl, raised
his eyebrows and looked at Gloria Taylor: "Don't you say thank you to me?" Gloria
Taylor said mechanically, "Thank you." "Yeah." Kenny Clarke faintly responded,
and sat down and started eating. Gloria Taylor felt something was wrong. After a
while, she realized that the series of behaviors of Kenny Clarke just now were a
bit like when she coaxed Tina Clarke.

My Love, Enlighten me - Chapter 460 From now on, shut up!
Gloria Taylor was eating while watching Kenny Clarke. Although Kenny Clarke did
not look at her, he could feel her gaze. He said nonchalantly: "If you have
something to say, just say it." "Tina lives with you, are you still used to it?" Gloria
Taylor put down her chopsticks and asked. Kenny Clarke did not directly answer
her question. Instead, he asked: "if I say I'm not used to it, would you take her
back?" Gloria hesitated and asked: "...really aren't you used to it?" Kenny Clarke
answered her question seriously this time: "Compared to you, I’m more used to
staying with that little girl."

He always liked to say some ambiguities. Fortunately, Gloria Taylor had long been
accustomed to the way he spoke. What he meant by it seemed to be... easier to
get along with Tina? Gloria Taylor asked him, "Is it difficult to get along with me?"
Before, she had thought about what kind of father Kenny Clarke would be after
having children. She felt that someone with an indifferent personality like Kenny
Clarke would definitely not get along with children.

It turned out that he really didn't know how to get along with children, but it didn't
prevent Tina Clarke from liking him and getting close to him. "You want to remarry
with me for a while, and then get entangled with your first love again. It's very
troublesome."Kenny didn't raise his head, and he said these words naturally, as if



it had been brewing in his heart for a long time. Gloria Taylor could see that he
hadn't finished, so she waited quietly for the next words. "That little girl is not like
you. Just give her two candies and allow her to watch cartoon, she can be
incredibly well-behaved." After Kenny finished, he looked up at Gloria.

He frowned slightly, his eyes showing his dislike for her. Gloria Taylor moved her
lips, and patiently explained to him: "I met Colin Hall very early. I liked him before,
but..." Before she could finish her words, she heard Kenny’s sneer: "Hum, admit
it?" "Can you hear me out?" His problem of interrupting people's speech at any
time should be corrected. Kenny Clarke smiled with a cold expression: "Let you
finish, I can't finish this meal."

Gloria Taylor was puzzled: "What do you mean?" Kenny Clarke said seriously:
"So you didn't call me over for dinner, but told me about you and your first love’s
story to infuriate me.” Gloria Taylor was surprised: "...when did I deliberately
infuriate you?" "I don't want to hear the name of Colin Hall from your mouth. From
now on, shut up for me." He said in a sharp tone. Gloria Taylor was so scared that
she immediately shut up.

After Kenny Clarke finished, he lowered his head to continue eating. He had a
good appetite, and as before, he would pick up a little bit from each dish in turn.
Even eating meals was as rigorous as he was dealing with work. Gloria Taylor
stared at him, still thinking about the words he just said. Well, he didn’t want to
hear the name of Colin Hall from her mouth. Oh, was he jealous? Gloria Taylor
thought this way, but she was not sure. And she was more afraid to find Kenny
Clarke to confirm. Even with amnesia, he was still hostile to Colin Hall. It seemed
that he had long been hostile to Colin Hall before.

When Kenny Clarke almost finished, he looked up and saw Gloria Taylor still
staring at him. And she didn’t eat much. Kenny Clarke raised his eyelids and
asked her in a casual tone, "Will you be full just by looking at me?"



Gloria Taylor looked at him calmly and asked: "You are angry when I mention his
name. Wouldn't you be even more angry if I didn't explain it to you?" Kenny
Clarke snorted. The tone was very disdainful: "What I want to know, do I need
others to explain?" Gloria pressed her lips and nodded. Yes, if Kenny Clarke
wanted to know something, he would check it. Besides, there was a Shi Ye who
was highly efficient around him. As long as he gave orders, Shi Ye would take
care of everything and bring him everything he wanted and wanted to know.

However, since he already knew the relationship between Gloria Taylor and Colin
Hall and was still so hostile to Colin Hall, it showed that he still cared about her
subconsciously. Gloria Taylor suddenly prepared for the worst. If... If Kenny Clarke
had been unable to restore his memory, there was only one way. The way was to
make Kenny Clarke fall in love with her again. It might require a commitment of
time and energy, but one day he could fall in love with her again, right?

During this period of time, Kenny Clarke showed no signs of regaining his
memory, and there was no news from the hypnotist named Li. Gloria was also
uneasy and worried about this.Kenny Clarke saw that Gloria Taylor kept silent,
thinking she was mad at what he had just said. He glanced at her and changed
the topic: "Why did you send Tina to me?""Because she likes you." "I really doubt
that Shi Ye lied to me, did I really like a woman like you who was full of
hanky-panky in her mind? "Kenny Clarke showed a little bit anger.

Gloria Taylor's tone was not very good: "What do you mean? If you want to praise
me for being smart, you can just directly say it." Kenny Clarke did not want to
continue this topic with her. He went straight to the subject: "Last month, you had
a car accident with James Moore. The cause of the car accident was that the
brakes were broken." When he spoke, he looked straight at Gloria Taylor's eyes,
did not give her a chance to hide and lie.

After a brief surprise, Gloria Taylor nodded: "yes." She hadn't told Kenny Clarke
about it, probably it was Kenny Clarke that checked it by himself. Kenny Clarke
was a smart and cautious person. Gloria Taylor took the initiative to send Tina



Clarke to him, and also promised not to pick her back. It was suspicious at first,
he naturally would check it out. What happened to Gloria was not easy to find out
because of her simple life circle.

Kenny Clarke looked straight into her eyes and said steadily: "It was made by a
woman named Anne Taylor. She is your half-sister, and you’ve been at odds, and
she's my original fiancée. The person she loves is Si Chengyu." After he finished
speaking, he stared at Gloria Taylor. Gloria Taylor naturally had no need to hold
back. "Yeah." She nodded and said: "She loves Si Chengyu very much. She felt
that Si Chengyu's death was caused by me and you, so she always wanted to find
a chance to avenge Si Chengyu." Kenny Clarke sneered, with obvious disdain in
his tone: "How to get revenge? Kill us?" Then, he said, "James Moore was
useless, Anne Taylor should be saved."

My Love, Enlighten me - Chapter 461 Stay away from those unidentified
Gloria Taylor felt that Kenny Clarke seemed to be deliberately targeting James
Moore. She said irritably, "You are the best, okay?" However, he had guessed
exactly what Anne Taylor thought. Anne Taylor really wanted to kill them to
avenge Si Chengyu. Kenny Clarke raised his eyebrows: "Do you think I was
wrong?" "Is there any animosity between you? As for letting you target him like
this?" Kenny Clarke liked showing his preferences particularly obvious in front of
her.

Kenny Clarke sneered, with a bad tone: "Are you by his side? Being his fiancée
make you develop a feeling to him?" His tone sounded dangerous, Gloria Taylor
didn't dare to infuriate him, but she had to say what she should say. Her tone was
softer: "After all, he saved me." Kenny Clarke's eyes fixed on her heavily, making
Gloria Taylor uncomfortable. After a while, he suddenly asked: "How much do you
know about James Moore?"



Gloria Taylor asked suspiciously: "What's the matter?" In fact, she didn't know
much about James Moore. "How did you meet him, besides knowing that he is a
psychologist who came back from abroad, what else do you know?" Kenny Clarke
looked at her seriously: "From the information, except for your pregnancy, you had
been living in Huyang City." Kenny Clarke's eyes flickered when he said the word
"pregnancy".

During this period of time, he had read all the information Shi Ye gave him, and
had also learned about his previous affairs with Gloria Taylor. Gloria Taylor
understood that Kenny Clarke was not for meal today, but for questioning her.
Now that Kenny Clarke asked, she did not hide: "From his tone of voice, he
should have known me very early, and I knew him three years ago before we
went to the island." Kenny Clarke frowned slightly: "anything else?" Gloria shook
her head and asked him, "What do you want to do?"

Kenny Clarke pondered for a moment, and said coldly: "Stay away from those
unidentified." The unidentified was just James Moore. "Although his origin is
suspicious, he saved me after all. It is impossible for me and him not to be in
contact." Gloria said seriously. Kenny Clarke sneered, without talking to her,
lowered his head to eat. Kenny Clarke left after he finished. Before leaving, Gloria
Taylor packed some snacks for Tina and asked Kenny to take them back. She
specially did them for Tina Clarke.

When she handed them to Kenny Clarke, Kenny Clarke frowned tightly: "we have
servants." "The servants are just servants, but I am a mom, Tina’s mother, that's
different." Gloria said, and passed the packing box in her hand to him. Although
Kenny Clarke looked not good, he reached out and took it. Gloria Taylor sent him
out. He looked back at her as if he had something to say, but in the end he left
with a cold snort. Gloria Taylor stared at his back with a face full of doubt, when
did she provoke him again?

After closing the door, Gloria Taylor thought of Kenny's words. Kenny Clarke's
words reminded her that when she met James Moore last time, she wanted to ask



how James Moore met her, but because James Moore didn't want to say at the
time, She didn't ask. Sooner or later, this matter must be asked. Gloria Taylor took
this to heart, thinking about finding time to figure out from James Moore as soon
as possible.

…

The next day, Jennifer Jones asked Gloria Taylor out again. This time it seemed
to be for a new movie conference of her friend. Gloria Taylor found out that her
friend was Xu Muhan. Perhaps because of the movie's role, Xu Muhan grew a
little beard, and looked a little more sophisticated, and more manly. Gloria Taylor's
impression of him still remained three years ago. After careful comparison, Xu
Muhan seemed to be no different from three years ago. There were many
reporters and the media in the press conference site. Jennifer Jones took Gloria
Taylor in disguise, mixed with reporters.

Gloria Taylor pulled the mask that covered half of her face, and asked Jennifer
Jones in a low voice, "Why did you sneak? You haven't gotten Xu Muhan for three
years?" Gloria could not see Jennifer's face, but she could see the panic flashing
in her eyes. Jennifer quickly denied: "What? don't talk nonsense, I haven’t chased
him." "Oh, you didn't chase him, just secretly came to attend his movie
conference."Regardless of Jennifer Jones staring at her, Gloria frowned and
added, "But, you are coming to participate in Xu Muhan's movie conference, what
will I do?"

"Anyway, you're just idle, what's the matter with you to keep me company?"
Jennifer turned her head and glared at her. Gloria sighed in response to the
merited tone of Jennifer Jones: "Miss Jones, don’t you still want to film "Lost City
2"? Don’t you worry about it. I have to write screenplay" "There is no rush."
Jennifer finished and smiled flatteringly at her: "Actually, I have always been very
curious about how you made Kenny desperate to you before?"



Gloria Taylor frowned and asked her: "Before?" "Kenny Clarke now has another
fiancée. Although I don't know what happened to you in the past three years, why
you separated; three years ago, he was very devoted to you.” Jennifer Jones said
while paying attention to Gloria Taylor's expression. It seemed that if Gloria
Taylor's expression was not right, she would stop the topic immediately. But Gloria
Taylor's expression wasn’t changed, and she finished her words with confidence.
Gloria Taylor was slightly surprised.

What Jennifer Jones said was right, and Kenny Clarke was indeed "changing his
heart" now. If she didn't mention it, Gloria Taylor almost forgot that Kenny Clarke
had a fiancee Su Mian. She met Su Mian three years ago. Su Mian was a friend
of Aurora Clarke with a sense of superiority and domineering similar to that of
Aurora Clarke. "Didn't you also say that Kenny Clarke has changed his heart? If
he changes his heart, he is not a devoted man." Gloria's tone was faint, and there
was no emotion in it.

Jennifer Jones no longer asked. Gloria Taylor thought of three years ago when
Jennifer Jones pretended to be a servant and went to Kenny Clarke’s house and
quarreled with Kelly Clarke, they mentioned Xu Muhan. She turned to look at
Jennifer and asked, "What about you? You didn't like Kenny Clarke at all three
years ago. The one you like is Xu Muhan, why do you even pretend to be a
servant in Kenny Clarke's house?"

"When did I say that I like Xu Muhan?" Like a cat stepping on its tail, Jennifer
Jones became excited and the volume increased a lot. It naturally attracted the
attention of other reporters. Gloria Taylor felt not good. She took Jennifer Jones to
run away, but the sharp-eyed reporter had recognized her. "It's Gloria Taylor!"

My Love, Enlighten me - Chapter 462 They were pictured together
Gloria Taylor heard a reporter was calling her name, then she grabbed Jennifer's
hand and ran out quickly. However, some reporters ran after her. "Are you sure it
is Gloria Taylor?" "It should be!" "Why did she come here? Who is the person next



to her?" Gloria ignored what the reporter and paparazzi behind her said, just
running. However, the venue was full of chairs, and it was particularly
inconvenient for them to go out.

Gloria Taylor could only shuttle hard between the gaps of the chairs. The reporter
and the paparazzi blocked her separately, and she and Jennifer Jones could only
circle around the venue. The venue was plunged into small-scale chaos. Gloria
Taylor took the opportunity to whisper to Jennifer Jones: "Let's run separately." At
this time, she and Jennifer Jones stayed together, and neither of them can run.
Jennifer Jones immediately nodded: "Yeah."

After the two separated, it was much more convenient for Gloria Taylor to escape.
She quickly ran to the entrance of the venue, and was about to go out when she
saw a group of people approaching. And the head of the group, was Kenny
Clarke! Kenny was surrounded by people and was walking in her direction. Why
was he here? Although Kenny Clarke was the behind-the-scenes boss of Sheng
Ding Media, he had never cared much about the company or participated in these
activities. Even if he attended this kind of event, he only participated in some
commercial activities related to the Clarke Family.

Being so surprised, Gloria Taylor unconsciously stopped at the entrance of the
venue, and the paparazzi and reporters quickly chased her and surrounded her.
Gloria Taylor also wore a gauze mask, reaching out to block the glaring flashing
light. "Are you Gloria Taylor? Can you take off the mask?" "Please accept my
interview..." "..." The reporter rushed to pass forward the microphone to Gloria
Taylor.

Gloria Taylor was forced to hide back and leaned against the wall. This group of
reporters only paid attention to Gloria Taylor, and did not immediately notice that
Kenny Clarke was here. After Kenny Clarke leading the group of people
approached, they realized that Kenny Clarke was also coming. All the reporters
boiled over. Kenny Clarke and Gloria Taylor had almost never appeared in the
same scene, not to mention after their divorce.



Just taking a photo of the two of them in the same picture and writing a long
report, this photo alone could also attract people's attention and increase a lot of
clicks. The reporters stopped surrounding Gloria Taylor, and all picked up their
cameras to take pictures of Gloria Taylor and Kenny Clarke in the same frame.
Gloria Taylor was standing against the wall next to the door, and these reporters
stepped back a bit to find an angle and kept shooting. For a time, the sound of
flashing lights were popping up one after another.

Gloria Taylor looked at the direction of Kenny Clarke, just in time meeting Kenny
Clarke's inadvertent glance. His eyes didn't stop on Gloria Taylor's body, as if he
didn't recognize her as Gloria Taylor. His gaze skipped directly over her face, and
then he whispered something to the people around him, then walked into the
venue. The reporters who were still taking pictures were soon driven away by
security. Gloria Taylor glanced inside the venue and found Kenny Clarke sitting in
the last row, as if he was actually coming for the movie conference.

She stayed at the door for a while, then turned and walked out, and now it was
inconvenient for her to appear next to Kenny Clarke. She went outside, found a
rest area and sat down, took out her mobile phone and sent a message to Kenny
Clarke: "Why are you here?" Kenny Clarke did not reply to her. Fortunately, Gloria
Taylor had long been accustomed to such a cold Kenny Clarke. She had to call
Jennifer Jones. She came with Jennifer Jones, naturally, she also had to go with
Jennifer Jones. The two had just separated and she didn't know where Jennifer
Jones had gone.

Gloria Taylor made two calls to Jennifer Jones , and finally Jennifer Jones
answered. "Gloria, where are you?" Jennifer was panting. Gloria Taylor looked
around while speaking, "I'm in the rest area, where are you? Do you want to come
over?" "Why did you go to the rest area? So far, I won't come to you." “Then I will
go back by myself later.” Gloria fiddled with the phone, her eyes falling on it.



Kenny Clarke still didn't reply to her. Gloria Taylor sighed, and when she was
about to stand up and walk out, a familiar voice came into her ears. "I always
meet you." Gloria Taylor looked up and saw Anne Taylor standing up from the
sofa not far away and walking towards her. Anne Taylor should have come to
participate in some activities today. The makeup was exquisite and the dress was
also very particular. At first glance, she was carefully selected and dressed up. It's
not uncommon to meet Anne Taylor here. It could only be said that one couldn't
avoid one's enemy.

Gloria Taylor sat on the sofa without moving, but raised her eyebrows and said,
"me too." Anne Taylor sneered and sat down beside her, her tone was soft but
weird: "Kenny Clarke is here too?" Gloria looked at her quickly: "What are you
going to do?" "What can I do?" Anne seemed to enjoy the nervousness of Gloria
Taylor. She crossed her legs and looked gloomy: "Of course I know what kind of
person Kenny Clarke is. I naturally can't do anything to him.Just ask, and care
about your current relationship."

Gloria Taylor frowned slightly, and every word of Anne Taylor now made people
feel particularly disgusted. Gloria Taylor raised his head slightly, and said in a
calm tone: "My relationship with Kenny Clarke, is there anything to do with you?"
"I just want to know if you are having a very happy life now, if you live unhappy, I
will be happy. If you are happy, then I will be sad."

Anne Taylor said casually, raising her fingers to look at the fingernail she had just
manicured: "However, seeing you be with that surname Moore last time, this
shows that Kenny Clarke doesn't want you anymore. You are a woman who has
been abandoned by a man. You are really pathetic." Gloria Taylor was about to
speak. Before she could speak, she heard a series of footsteps hurriedly
approaching. Immediately afterwards, someone called her name. "Gloria Taylor."
Familiar low voice. Gloria Taylor looked up in surprise and saw Kenny Clarke
walking towards her.

The group of people who followed him before disappeared, he walked over here
alone, his eyes locked on Gloria Taylor's body. There seemed to be a different
kind of emotion in his ink-like eyes. It's just that because the eyes’ color were too



deep, it was not easy to distinguish. He had long legs and walked up to Gloria
Taylor. He first looked at Gloria Taylor, then turned his eyes to look at Anne Taylor.
Gloria Taylor followed his gaze and looked at Anne Taylor. She clearly saw that
Anne Taylor shuddered when she met Kenny Clarke's gaze.

My Love, Enlighten me - Chapter 463 Don't Follow Me
Gloria narrowed her eyes and pondered for a moment before remembering that
Anne tried to run her over with her car.

Anne tried to run her over with her car, but she failed. Kenny was so angry that he
let his men take Anne away and used very cruel methods to torture her.

He did not directly kill Anne, but tortured her until she wished she were dead.

Gloria still felt a little disgusted when she thought of the scene at that time, let
alone Anne, the culprit.

Seeing Anne's reaction at this time, she could tell that she was afraid of Kenny.

To be more precise, she feared him.

Anne grabbed her handbag tightly, and her fingers were slightly pale.

There was a trace of scruple in her eyes that were filled with fear.

Therefore, she and Kenny looked at each other for a few seconds, then she
hurriedly looked away. Her legs moved, as if she wanted to stand up and leave,
but for some reason she remained motionless.



Gloria looked away, stood up and looked at Kenny. She asked, "Why are you
here."

Kenny only said two words concisely, "Just stop by."

Kenny never cared about Shengding Media's affairs, and he had never
participated in this kind of activity in showbiz.

It was strange that he would stop by.

Naturally, Gloria would not say what she was thinking.

"Then……"

She thought about it and was about to speak, but Kenny directly interrupted her, "I
have to talk to you."

With that, he turned around and left regardless of Gloria's reaction.

Gloria stood in situ, not quite understanding why Kenny suddenly came to her.

Even if he really wanted to talked to her about something, shouldn't Kenny call
and ask her directly when she sent the message to him?

However, he made a trip over here and left after saying less than ten words.

It was quite baffling.

As soon as Kenny left, Anne returned to her natural state.

She looked at the direction Kenny left, and then turned to look at Gloria.



Her tone was a little overcast, "Are you still with Kenny?"

"It's none of your business." Gloria sneered and was about to leave.

She just took a step forward and was grabbed by Anne.

Anne's fingers were so skinny that they were all bones, and Gloria felt a little
painful when she was gripped by her.

Gloria slightly turned her head sideways and raised her eyebrow, "Kenny just said
that he wanted to talk to me about something. If I keep staying here..."

She deliberately paused when she said this.

Sure enough, when Kenny was mentioned, Anne was suddenly not that arrogant.

It seemed that Kenny had left quite a big psychological shadow on her.

Anne cast a stern glance at her with a ferocious expression, then shook her hand
away fiercely, and said with hatred, "Just wait and see!"

Gloria didn't say anything else, and left straight away.

Anne stared in the direction she was leaving, clenching her fists.

She and Si Chengyu were separated forever, but Gloria was still with Kenny?

It was not fair!

Why could Gloria be able to survive in a catastrophe and still have whatever she
wanted!

If Gloria and Kenny were really still together, it would be too difficult for her to get
revenge.



If she just deal with Gloria, she could always find opportunities.

But the two of them were still together. Kenny would definitely protect Gloria, so
she would have less chances to deal with her.

It seemed that she had to give this matter further thought.

...

Gloria got out of the lounge, looked around, and saw Kenny standing against the
wall.

He put his hands in the pockets of his suit trousers. His expression was
indifferent, and he looked like he was specially standing here waiting for her.

There were not many people who could be waited on by Kenny.

Let alone it was the current Kenny.

Gloria's mood turned much better very subtly.

"Kenny."

She walked up to him and called his name.

Kenny looked down at her, then turned and walked to the other side, striding
forward hurriedly. Gloria couldn't keep up with him.

Gloria quickened her pace, managed to keep up with him, "Didn't you say there
was something you wanted to see me about? What is it?"

Kenny only said a word lightly, "Nothing."

Gloria pressed her lips, not knowing what to say.



While they were talking, they had already reached the elevator entrance.

Kenny raised his hand, pressed the floor button, turned around and saw Gloria
was still here. He frowned slightly, and said impatiently, "Don't follow me."

Gloria was about to follow him down in the elevator subconsciously.

But after Kenny said that, it was like he particularly disliked her, but she was still
determined to go down with him.

She took a deep breath and said, "I'm not following you. I'm also going to take the
elevator down."

At this moment, the elevator came up.

The elevator door opened automatically and there was no one inside.

Gloria took a look at him and was about to walk into it. However, when she just
stepped into it, Kenny pulled her out.

Gloria froze, "What are you doing?"

"You'll take the next one." With that, Kenny bypassed her and walked into the
elevator.

Gloria found it both funny and annoying, "Why should I do that?"

Kenny slightly raised his eyebrow and raised his chin to motion her to look back.

Gloria turned around and saw a few reporters walking towards this side, but
because they were a little far apart, the reporters hadn't noticed Gloria yet.

Kenny was just afraid that the media would take photos of them if they walked
together?



What Gloria figured out did not make her happy.

Not wanting to be taken photos by the media and not wanting to be taken photos
by the media when they were together were two different things.

When Gloria turned around, the elevator door had closed and Kenny had already
taken the elevator down.

She had to wait again.

...

Although Kenny did not take the elevator with Gloria, the previous photos of the
two at the entrance of the venue were quickly posted online by reporters.

And their names were quickly on the top search.

#Gloria Taylor Kenny Clarke#

Kenny was the focus of attention, and Gloria was brought to the headlines a few
days ago. When their names were put together, the number of clicks and readings
were rising.

Sitting in the car, Gloria clicked into the top search and read it.

The top post in Microblog was a few photos of her and Kenny in the same frame.
In the photos, she and Kenny were a bit close. Kenny walked into the venue
without looking around, and Gloria was surrounded by a group of reporters.
Coincidentally, she was looking up at Kenny.

This photo was "deeply" interpreted by the top entertainment blogger.

The blogger's post was a bit long, and the central idea was probably "After a
lapse of three years, Gloria is still in love with Mr. Clarke."



"Didn't this woman and her first love get back together? How can she still be in
love with her ex-husband?"

"How many people are she still in love with?"

The two top comments under the post held the attitude of watching fun.

There were some serious netizens who were questioning the blogger.

My Love, Enlighten me - Chapter 464 Unusually Enthusiastic
"Except for a few photos, there is no real proof."

"Can current entertainment journalists be more dedicated? You guys fool us with
a few photos every time..."

"I saw the top search title and clicked in. What happened? Have these two
remarried again?"

"Although I don't know what's going on, Kenny is really handsome."

Gloria saw this comment, went back to the top, and looked at the photo.

The sharpness of the photo was not very high. Kenny was in a straight suit. His
contour profile was clear, and his temperament was outstanding.

On the contrary, she herself was dressed in casual clothes. Compared with
Kenny, she seemed much more ordinary.

Gloria made a screenshot of this post and was going to send it to Kenny.



After thinking about it, she sent him a few screenshots of comments praising
Kenny that he was handsome.

After sending the screenshots, she regretted it.

In order to cover up her thoughts, Gloria sent him another message, "We're on the
top search together. Are you going to deal with it?"

However, the more one tried to hide, the more one was exposed.

...

In the Clarke Group.

"Young master."

Shi Ye took the tablet PC and walked up to Kenny, "You and young mistress are
on the top search."

Kenny stopped working and looked up at him, "What is that?"

Shi Ye paused, and said, "It says that young mistress is still in love with you and
wants to remarry you."

With that, he raised his eyes and looked at Kenny, watching Kenny's reaction
carefully.

Kenny pondered for a moment, and said in a serious tone, "Now the
entertainment reporters are so pragmatic?"

Shi Ye was stunned for a moment before he realized what Kenny meant.



"Then you mean... Do we have to handle this top search?"

Kenny raised his eyebrow, "Since what it says are all facts, why should we do
that?"

Didn't that woman, Gloria, always want to remarry him?

Shi Ye, "..."

He now didn't dare to imagine how Kenny would react after he regained his
memory and recalled what he did during this time.

Shi Ye wiped the sweat coming out of his forehead, "I will go back to work then."

Kenny raised his hand to motion him to go out.

At this moment, his phone rang and vibrated twice.

When he reached for the phone, the phone vibrated again.

It was the message alert of his private mobile phone.

Without reading the message, he knew that it was sent to him by Gloria.

Kenny picked up the phone and took a look. They were some screenshots sent by
Gloria.

He didn't read the contents of the post on Microblog just now, so he read carefully
what were wrote on the screenshots Gloria sent him.

Another screenshot was about some comments.

When Kenny saw the content of the comments on it, he curved his mouth corners
and revealed an ambiguous smile.



...

After Gloria returned home, she logged in Microblog. She found that the post was
still there and it attracted more and more people.

Wasn't Kenny supposed to have let someone delete this post? Why was it still
there?

Gloria took out her cell phone and called Kenny.

Before the phone was connected, she quickly hung up and dialed Shi Ye.

Shi Ye answered the phone very quickly.

"Young mistress."

Shi Ye called her young mistress again like before.

Gloria pondered for a moment and asked, "Special assistant Shi, have you seen
the post on the Internet?"

"Yes."

With that, Shi Ye sighed, "I have asked Young master. He told me to leave it
alone."

Although Gloria hadn't asked explicitly, he knew what Gloria wanted to ask. So he
directly said it.

"Leave it alone? Why?"

Previously, Kenny didn't even let her ride the elevator with him in order to prevent
the media from photographing that the two of them were together. However, they
were on the top search together, and he ignored it.



Gloria felt that it became more and more difficult for her to figure out what Kenny
was thinking.

It was impossible to use Kenny's previous behaviors and habits to guess what he
would do and think.

Shi Ye hesitated, and decided not to tell her what Kenny said. He just said
vaguely, "Young master just said leave it alone..."

Gloria knew Shi Ye was hiding something from her.

If it was something else, she would be judicious and not go into the whys and
wherefores.

But this matter was related to Kenny. She was really curious, so she made a
detailed inquiry, "Why did Kenny say leave it alone."

Shi Ye sighed again, "... Young master said that everything in that post is the truth,
so leave it alone."

Gloria, "...I see."

After hanging up the phone, Gloria sat on the sofa and was still a little confused.

She clicked into the post in the top search again.

They could tell that she was still in love with Kenny by the way she looked at him?

Was still in love? She and Kenny had never been separated and were always in
love.

Gloria brushed a few posts and suddenly remembered to check his own
Microblog account.

It had turned into a severely afflicted area.



A fan who was unaware of the truth asked her under it, "Do you really want to
remarry Mr. Clarke?"

Some people ridiculed her, "After disappearing for three years, you came back
with gossips. Miss, are you trying to make yourself famous?"

She was not interested in being famous, but it was true that she wanted to
remarry.

If at first she was just thinking about helping Kenny regain his memories, then she
had had other thoughts at the time.

Without those memories, would Kenny still fall in love with her if they start over?

Although Kenny was lukewarm to her, she actually started to look forward to that
Kenny would fall in love with her without recovering his memories.

As soon as this thought emerged, a hint of excitement arose in the bottom of
Gloria's heart.

All this time, she had just been treating Kenny as the former Kenny, so there was
always a bit of loss in her heart.

If she treated the current Kenny as Kenny she had just met, would it be easier to
accept the current him?

Gloria thought this may be the crux of the problem.

After straightened out her thinking, she called Kenny directly.

The phone rang several times and no one answered.

If it was before, Gloria would compare the previous Kenny with the current one.



But she just straightened out her thinking. So, she thought it was okay even
though Kenny didn't answer the phone at this moment.

Just when the phone was about to hang up automatically, Kenny finally answered
it.

He answered the phone and didn't say anything. Gloria didn't care, taking the
initiative to ask, "You're still coming over for dinner as usual, right?"

Kenny was a little surprised. Even if Gloria was not in front of him, he could hear a
bit of fervor which was different from usual in her voice.

He paused before answering her question, "Yes."

There was a hint of joy in Gloria's voice, "Then what do you want to eat. I'll go
shopping for food later."

Kenny frowned and said in a deep voice, "I'm cool with anything."

On this day, Gloria was unusually enthusiastic.

My Love, Enlighten me - Chapter 465 Being Earthy and Down-to-earth
Gloria got Kenny's reply and hung up without asking other questions.

On the other hand, Kenny stared at the phone that was hung up and looked at it
for a long time before putting it down thoughtfully.

...

After Kenny got off work, he first went back to his own villa and then brought Tina
with him to Gloria's place.



When they arrived, Gloria was still preparing the meal.

She was making a stew.

Mushrooms were added to the stew, which gave off a strong fragrance.

As soon as Tina entered the door and smelled the scent, she ran directly to the
kitchen, "It smells so good!"

Her voice was soft and a bit loud, but it did not sound exaggerated.

Gloria heard her voice and walked out of the kitchen.

"Tina?" It didn't occur to her that Kenny would come with Tina.

"Mommy!" Tina ran over and hugged Gloria's leg, "I miss you so much!"

Gloria was softened by her voice, and picked her up, "Mommy misses Tina too."

Tina smacked her mouth, looked around with her round eyes and stuck her head
into the kitchen, "What smells so good!"

Gloria laughed and carried her into the kitchen, saying as she walked, "It's
mommy's cooking. It'll smell even better later..."

There was a small stool in the kitchen, which was specially prepared for Tina.
Sometimes when she wanted to wash bowls or plates or something, she would
put it under her feet to raise her.



As soon as Gloria put her on the ground, she ran to carry the small stool. She put
it in front of the gas stove, and was about to stand on it.

The small stool was a little close to the gas stove. Gloria carried her and moved
the small stool outwards a bit before let Tina stand on it.

She lifted the lid of the pot and let Tina sniff it.

"Does it smell good?"

"Yes, yes!" Tina stared at the pot eagerly, and raised her small hands involuntarily,
as if she was about to reach into the pot in the next second.

Gloria hurriedly put the lid back and carried Tina down.

At this time, she suddenly remembered and asked Tina, "Where is Corny?"

"Corny ha-ha..." Tina probably thought it was a bit funny for Gloria to call him
"Corny" just like she did, so she laughed after pronouncing it.

Gloria stroke her head and lifted her feet to go out.

She occupied herself in coaxing Tina and almost forgot that Kenny was here.

When she went out of the kitchen, she saw Kenny sitting on the sofa, leaning
slightly, reaching out and taking a cup on the coffee table in front of the sofa, and
pouring water for himself with the kettle.

Gloria had a habit of putting a kettle and cups on the coffee table.

Kenny poured water for himself, took a sip, and put it back, frowning slightly, and
looking indifferent.

It was normal for ordinary people to pour themselves a glass of water.



But when Kenny did this, he looked earthy and down-to-earth.

"Corny!"

Tina ran out behind Gloria and ran directly to Kenny.

She curiously took a cup from the tray on the coffee table, handed it to Kenny,
blinked and said, "I want to drink water too."

Kenny glanced at her, pressing his lips expressionlessly to get the kettle.

Tina held the cup obliquely. Kenny reached out and helped her, "Hold the cup a
little straighter."

"Okay." Tina corrected the position of holding the cup, but it was still a bit oblique.

Kenny had gradually accepted Tina and the naivety of children in everyday life, so
he didn't correct her anymore.

He poured Tina a small half-cup of water, then put the kettle back, "Well, drink it."

It was actually only a quarter of a cup of water.

Tina pouted and looked dissatisfied, "It's too little, so little..."

Kenny didn't even blink, and just spit out two words, "Drink it."

Tina was instantly intimidated and carefully brought her cup to her mouth.

As she drank the water, she sneaked a glance at Kenny.

Realizing that when she peeked at Kenny, Kenny was also looking at her, she
immediately shook, and hurriedly poured the water in the cup into her throat.



After drinking it up, she raised the cup to Kenny with a look of seeking praise,
"Daddydy, I've drank it up."

"I'll reward you with another cup of it." Kenny said, going to get the kettle.

Tina widened her eyes, turned around and ran away, "No, I'm not drinking it."

Kenny saw that the little girl ran away, so he withdrew his hand. He turned his
head and looked at Gloria who had been watching them for a while.

When Gloria saw Kenny looking at her, she smiled at him, "The dinner will be
ready soon."

Kenny sneered without rhyme or reason.

When he came in, Gloria had only Tina in her eyes. She didn't even take a look at
him.

Gloria was actually a little bit confused about Kenny's sudden sneer.

But Tina was here. She left it aside and made the dinner first.

When the dinner was ready, Tina went to the kitchen to get her own bowl.

To Gloria's surprise, Tina went ahead to get her bowl out, and Kenny went in after
her to get the bowl as well.

Mr. Clarke had to pour water by himself and got the bowl by himself when he was
at her place...

Gloria felt a little guilty.

She had completely put aside the Kenny who used to help her wash the dishes.



During the meal, Kenny and Gloria didn't talk much, while only Tina was
chattering.

However, when the meal was over, it rained heavily suddenly.

The rain was still a bit heavy, and it hit the glass windows with loud noises.

Tina stood by the window, touched the drops of water through the glass, turned to
Kenny and said, "It's raining."

Kenny kept silent.

Tina raised her volume, "Corny, it's raining!"

Kenny's tone was a little less cold and a little more helpless, "I've heard you."

Why did children always have so much to say?

Tina got Kenny's response and ran to the kitchen contentedly.

Kenny looked at her bouncing figure and raised his eyebrow...

Children's mind was really strange. They could be so happy for such a small
thing.

After Gloria cleaned up the kitchen, she came out and saw Kenny standing by the
window and watching the rain.

She looked at the pouring rain outside the window, and subconsciously said, "It's
raining heavily, and it's getting late. Why don't you stay here for a night."

It was not a conferential tone, but an extremely natural tone of concern.



Kenny turned his head and looked at her. Gloria also realized that what she said
was a bit misleading, biting her lip and said, "I have more than one room here. Or
I can also sleep with Tina, and you can sleep in the master bedroom."

Kenny looked away and said coldly, "No need."

My Love, Enlighten me - Chapter 466 A Thirty-year-old Man
Kenny refused so simply and resolutely, so Gloria had no way to keep him.

Gloria sent Kenny and Tina downstairs to take the car. Out of the apartment
building, when they stepped on the ground, the water lapped at their ankles.

Gloria came out wearing slippers, and the water came up and submerged her
slippers all at once.

She retracted her feet and turned to look at Kenny, "The rain is too heavy. It is not
safe to go back."

Tina stood next to the apartment building, exclaimed, "Wow! What a heavy rain!"

Kenny looked out, saw that the rain was still heavy, frowned slightly and said
nothing.

He didn't speak, so Gloria assumed that he agreed.

"The rain is too heavy, so you will stay here tonight." With that, Gloria patted Tina
on the head, "Tina, let's go back."

With that, She pushed Tina in Kenny's direction.



Tina took Kenny's hand, "Daddy, let's go back."

Kenny looked down at Tina, then at Gloria, and finally raised his feet to the
elevator entrance and decided to stay.

Back in the room, Gloria took the quilt and made the bed.

The house she rented was big enough. She and Tina each had a bedroom and
there was a guest room that was not occupied.

However, it hadn't been long since she moved here and no one had stayed here
overnight, so the bed in the guest room hadn't been made yet.

Knowing Kenny's temper, Gloria didn't dare to clean it casually, so she wiped the
mattress with a towel before spreading the quilt.

Before she finished making the bed, Kenny walked over, "Tina wants you to bathe
her."

Gloria was putting the quilt into the quilt cover, and said without looking up, "Tell
her to wait. I'll help her right away."

The quilt of the 1.8-meter bed was a bit big. Gloria grabbed the corner of the quilt
cover. When she stuffed the quilt into the quilt cover, she accidentally let go of the
quilt, and then it became a mess.

She fumbled for a while before finding the corner of the quilt.

Suddenly, Kenny took two steps in her direction and reached out to grab the
corner at the other end of the quilt.

Gloria stared at him blankly, "You..."



Kenny pressed his lips and frowned at her, "Let go your grip."

Gloria let go her grip subconsciously, and then she saw Kenny shake the quilt and
smooth it calmly. The quilt was put into the quilt cover successfully.

She never saw Kenny do this before.

This was the first time.

Gloria was very surprised, and asked, "You can do that?"

Even though she knew that with Kenny's living condition, it was impossible for him
to do such a thing, she still couldn't help but ask about it.

Kenny stood up straight with a clam expression, "There is an inherent gap
between people."

Gloria felt like being despised.

But she was used to seeing Kenny's arrogant posture. She didn't think it was
offending.

Indeed, people were different from each other. Apart from their birth, there was
also something about themselves that was different.

Gloria said to him with an unchanged expression, "I'll get you a set of toiletries."

With that, she went straight out to take them.

Kenny looked at the view of her back and frowned slightly.

Why did he feel that Gloria's temper suddenly became particularly good?

...



Gloria helped Kenny get the toiletries and went to help Tina take a bath.

She filled the bathtub with water, took out the child-specific foam shower gel that
Tina used before, and apply it to her.

Tina played with bubbles, and suddenly said, "Mommy, together."

"No, mommy will bathe later."

With that, Gloria saw Tina shaking her head vigorously.

She realized that Tina was not expressing the meaning of taking a bath together,
and patiently asked, "Well? What are you trying to say?"

Tina tilted her head, stretched out her chubby hand and started counting her
fingers, "Me, Daddy, we together."

She counted one finger for each person she said, and she looked especially
serious.

Gloria sighed slightly and said, "I am busy with work. I have to live alone. You live
with daddy first. When I am not busy, I will go back and live with you."

Tina was still too young to understand a lot of things. At her age, she just needed
to be coaxed.

"I see." Tina nodded as if she understood, and then asked seriously, "When won't
you be busy?"

"I don't know." How did she know when Kenny would fall in love with her, or
restore his memory?

Tina squinted and laughed, "Ha ha, I don't know, either."



After Gloria helped Tina with the bath, she took her back to the room, and Tina fell
asleep soon.

It was raining and cooling down, so after Gloria covered her with the quilt, she
added a small blanket to her.

Coming out of Tina's room, Gloria couldn't help but looked at Kenny's room.

Kenny's room was closed. She looked at it in situ for a few seconds and was
about to take her clothes to take a shower when the door suddenly opened.

Kenny stood blankly at the door. His hair was slightly damp, and he looked a little
annoyed, "No shampoo."

He was still wearing the shirt, and there was a large water stain on it. He looked a
little messy and juvenile.

Obviously, he was a thirty-year-old man!

"I'll get it for you."

When Gloria spoke, she sounded amused unconsciously.

Kenny's face became gloomy all at once.

Gloria went to the bathroom in her room to get shampoo. When she brought it to
Kenny, she hesitated.

This was what she used. Kenny would dislike it, right?

On second thought, even if he disliked it, he could only use what she used.

When she handed the shampoo to Kenny, she was very confident, "Here you
are."



Kenny frowned slightly, turned around after taking over the shampoo. He closed
the door with a "bang" as if for fear that Gloria would peek at him.

Before, Gloria was always anxious to help Kenny get his memory back, and every
time Kenny did something to repel her, she would feel bad.

After straightening out her thinking, she found that Kenny's behaviors that were
quite different from before, which was quite interesting.

She patted Kenny's door heavily, "Remember to give it back to me after washing!"

She couldn't help but laugh after saying that.

How childish she was.

...

The next day.

Gloria woke up earlier because she knew that Kenny had to go to work.

It had stopped raining.

When the window was opened, there was a warm air coming in. There were small
gullies on the muddy ground in the flowerbeds of the community after being
scoured by the rain.

It explained how heavy the rain was last night.

After Gloria opened all the windows in the living room, she went to the kitchen to
make breakfast.

It was rare that the three of them got together. Gloria was in a good mood, so she
made two more styles of breakfast.



When she was heating milk, she took out her phone and clicked into Microblog.

She was not addicted to Microblog. Because she and Kenny were on the top
search yesterday, she subconsciously wanted to brush the posts in Microblog.

As soon as she logged in Microblog, her hand was numb from the vibrating alert
of the new message.

My Love, Enlighten me - Chapter 467 Because of Kenny
The phone vibrated for a long time before it became quiet. But it didn't last long,
and there was vibration from time to time. Gloria Taylor thought that the top
search about her and Kenny Clarke had declined. She didn't expect to receive so
many private messages and @. Gloria Taylor opened the private message panel
and she saw someone scolding her. "Shameless..." "Mistress!"

Being scolded early in the morning, Gloria Taylor was still a little irritable. She
returned to the message notification page, clicked on the first message
notification, and found that there was a new hot topic. This hot search topic was
familiar # Gloria Taylor Mistress#. Gloria frowned, but still remembered that she
was heating up the milk, so she poured the milk out before sitting at the table and
continued to read Microblog.

The media dug up the rumors of Kenny Clarke’s previous marriage contract with
Su Mian, and without verifying whether Kenny Clarke and Su Mian had a
marriage contract, they directly put the label of mistress on Gloria Taylor's head.
Making things out of nothing, some media workers, in order to gain people's
attention, resorted to extreme measures. Gloria Taylor took a look at the
comments below the popular Microblog. Some were standing in line and some
were on the sidelines.



Fortunately, most netizens were still very sensible. Gloria Taylor glanced at
random and put the phone aside. They finally had a quiet breakfast together.
Gloria Taylor decided not to mention this and waited until breakfast. Gloria Taylor
stood up, planning to get Kenny Clarke and Tina Clarke to get up. She walked to
the door of Kenny Clarke, and just raised her hand before knocking, the door was
opened from the inside.

Gloria Taylor's hand was stiff in the air for a few seconds, and then she waved
gently: "Morning." Kenny Clarke uttered a word without expression: "Morning."
Leaning on his side, he walked past Gloria Taylor and went to the bathroom.
Gloria Taylor went to ask Tina Clarke to get up again. Tina Clarke only needed to
change clothes, wash her face and brush her teeth. She and Tina Clarke sat at
the dining table and waited for a while before Kenny Clarke came out.

His complexion was so bad that he only glanced at Gloria Taylor when he went
out the bathroom: "I'm leaving now, someone will pick up Tina later." After he
finished, he picked up his suit jacket and about to leave. Seeing this, Gloria Taylor
quickly stood up and called him: "Kenny Clarke!" Without looking at her, Kenny
Clarke went straight to the door. Gloria Taylor had no choice but to walk over and
hold him: "after breakfast." So close to him, Gloria Taylor realized that his
expression was much uglier than before.

He stood motionless at the door, and said indifferently: "There is something to be
done." "No matter how important it is, you have to eat breakfast." Gloria Taylor
said, and directly took him to the table. Kenny Clarke was originally motionless,
but he turned his head inadvertently, and after seeing Gloria Taylor's mobile
phone on the dining table, he walked over with her. Perhaps it was the illusion of
Gloria Taylor. During the whole breakfast, Kenny Clarke had been paying
attention to her... mobile phone.

Fortunately, she didn't have the habit of having a cell phone after eating. Gloria
asked him after eating, "Why do you keep looking at my phone?" "It's nothing, I'm
leaving." Kenny Clarke really left this time. After he left, Gloria Taylor remembered



that she had not told Kenny Clarke about the hot search. However, when she
went to read Microblog again, she found that the hot topic of "Gloria Taylor
Mistress" had disappeared.

Even the hot search between her and Kenny Clarke yesterday was gone. Could it
be that Kenny Clarke had been staring at her mobile phone just now because he
knew the hot topics on Microblog and was afraid she would find out if she
watched the phone? Such a fast processing speed must come from Kenny. He
was so anxious to leave just now, saying that there was something to be dealt
with, was he going to deal with it? Gloria Taylor thought, couldn't help smiling.

Tina Clarke lay on the dining table, tilted her head and asked her: "Mom, what are
you laughing at?" Gloria Taylor touched her head: "I laughed because something
very happy happened." "Wow." Tina nodded, slid off the chair, and ran aside to
play. Kenny Clarke said that she would send someone to pick up Tina Clarke, but
Gloria Taylor did not wait until she had something to go out again, so she planned
to drive Tina Clarke back to Kenny’s house.

Gloria Taylor changed her clothes and came out. Tina Clarke looked at her
excitedly: "Going out?" Gloria Taylor combed her forehead bangs for her: "Send
you back to Dad." "Hmph! Don't!" Tina suddenly threw Gloria’s hand away and
hugged her own little hand tightly to prevent Gloria Taylor hold. Tina Clarke rarely
lost her temper, and Gloria Taylor asked her carefully: "What's wrong?"

Tina Clarke's mouth was pouting up to the sky, and she said angrily: "You are not
there!" Gloria felt moved slightly in her heart, and her tone was a little helpless:
"Mom would see you everyday there." She persuaded Tina Clarke for a while
before Tina Clarke was willing to go back to Kenny Clarke with her. After sending
off Tina Clarke, Gloria Taylor received a call from Edith Hall on the way back.
Edith was outside filming and was usually very busy. There was almost no time to
call her during the day.



Gloria Taylor asked her: "Didn't you act?" "It's raining, I can't start work." Edith
Hall's tone sounded a little worried. "It rained in Huyang City yesterday and was
heavy, but it has cleared up today." Gloria Taylor turned her head and glanced at
the sunny sky outside the window. "It has been raining here for several days. The
clothes are not dry after washing, and the ones that are not worn are getting wet
because of the leaking rain. I am almost out of clothes to wear..." Edith Hall
complained to her, but finally she said: "It might be clear in a few days."

…

Because Edith Hall complained that it had been raining there to Gloria, Gloria
Taylor paid attention to the weather of the city where Edith Hall was filming in the
next few days. But it rained continuously. Gloria Taylor called Edith Hall, and she
only said that she hadn't started work and it could only shoot a few rain scenes.

Gloria Taylor asked: "Since you can't act, won't the crew give you a few days off?"
"The director was an old artist and very strict. He wanted to let the protagonists
work together, so he didn't plan to give us a vacation." Edith also said helplessly.
Gloria Taylor said: "I'll come to visit you and bring you something you want." Edith
immediately refused: "Such a bad weather! Don’t come..." "If you don't say it, I will
bring something I think of, and you can just wait for me to come." Gloria had made
up her mind and was going to visit Edith Hall.

My Love, Enlighten me - Chapter 468 If it is more than five days, you will accept
the consequence.
After Gloria Taylor decided to visit Edith Hall, she had put buying the ticket and
checking the route on the agenda.

It had been raining there in Edith Hall’s filming place. Gloria Taylor bought a
suitcase that was particularly waterproof and a lot of things that Edith Hall loved to
eat. She also bought some small things that Edith Hall could use in daily life.



Thinking it carefully, it seemed that Edith Hall was worried about her all the time,
but she didn’t do anything for Edith Hall.

Thinking this way, Gloria Taylor felt a little ashamed.

Gloria Taylor booked the ticket which was after two days.

After setting the departure time, Gloria Taylor decided to tell Kenny Clarke that
she was going to visit Edith Hall.

When Kenny Clarke came over for dinner, Gloria Taylor told him about it.

After listening, Kenny Clarke pondered for a moment, "Where?"

Edith Hall was filming in a small mountain village. Gloria Taylor told him the
detailed address. Kenny Clarke searched in his mind but he didn’t know where it
was.

"It's just a small village, a bit far from Huyang City. It may take some time. I'm not
sure when I will return."

Gloria Taylor said while she was ladling the soup for Kenny Clarke.

Kenny Clarke frowned, "How about Tina? You don’t take care of her?"

"She still has you. You can take good care of her." Gloria Taylor felt whether it was
previous Kenny Clarke or now Kenny Clarke, he could take good care of Tina
Clarke.

It could also be because she had too low requirements for Kenny Clarke.



Kenny Clarke put down his chopsticks and looked up at her with a deep gaze,
"Gloria Taylor, are you not anxious?"

Gloria Taylor was slightly stunned, "What?"

"I haven't recovered my memory yet. Tina is at my house, but you are going to
leave us so far away. Do you think I really won't have any other women, or you
think you can compete with me for custody of Tina?"

Kenny Clarke's tone was cold. It was hard for Gloria Taylor to tell his mood now.

Gloria Taylor's movements paused slightly.

She thought for a moment, but she didn’t understand the meaning of Kenny
Clarke's words.

She looked at him straightly, "You can speak more clearly."

"I made it clear."

Kenny Clarke's tone sounded a bit angry, but his expression remained
unchanged, nor did he throw his chopsticks and leave immediately. Instead, he
started to eat slowly after speaking.

He hung his head to eat. From Gloria Taylor's perspective, she could only see his
forehead and frowning.

Gloria Taylor asked tentatively, "You don't want me to go there?"

Kenny Clarke ignored her.

Gloria Taylor frowned, "You don't say anything. How do I know what you want to
express?"



Kenny Clarke simply put down his chopsticks, stood up and walked out.

Gloria Taylor got up quickly and grabbed him, "You don't think I should spend time
on other people and things, right?"

Kenny Clarke frowned slightly but he still didn’t say anything.

Gloria Taylor thought that she might have guessed Kenny Clarke's idea.

"Kenny Clarke, I can tell you that I care about you and Tina very much. You are
more important than anyone in my heart, but Edith is also very important to me.
Apart from my lover and children, I have friends and careers. I can’t just be with
you all days and all nights."

She hadn't considered Kenny Clarke as everything to her all along.

This point may be related to her growth experience.

After Kenny Clarke listened to her, he didn't even look at her. He just coldly spit
out the word, "Whatever."

Then, Kenny Clarke shook off her hands and left.

Bang!

The door was slammed by him.

In the quiet room, only Gloria Taylor was left again.

She returned to the dining table and sat down. She picked up the chopsticks to
eat, but she felt that she had no appetite, so she put down the chopsticks again,
and fell into thought.

Kenny Clarke walked out of the house of Gloria Taylor, then he walked towards
the elevator with a cold face.



That woman was really...

She behaved that she cared about him at first, but recently she seemed to be less
concerned about him.

Now she went too far. She wanted to leave him and Tina and went elsewhere
alone.

When the elevator door opened, Kenny Clarke suddenly remembered what Gloria
Taylor had just said.

——I can't just be with you all days and all nights.

There were so many women want to be with him all days and all nights, but they
didn’t have the chance. But Gloria Taylor, she spoke so directly. That meant she
didn't take him seriously.

The more Kenny Clarke thought, the angrier he felt. He turned around and walked
to the house of Gloria Taylor, reaching out and knocking on the door.

When Gloria Taylor heard the knock on the door outside, she quickly got up and
walked to the door.

Wasn't it Kenny Clarke who went back again?

She looked in the cat's eyes and found that it was really Kenny Clarke.

She knew the temper of Kenny Clarke very well. He was not the kind of person
who was easy to apologize, let alone now Kenny Clarke.

Thinking of this, Gloria Taylor opened the door.

She stood by the door without speaking, just waiting for Kenny Clarke to speak.



The two stood by the door and looked at each other for a while before Kenny
Clarke asked with a cold face, "How long will you leave? I need an exact time."

Gloria Taylor thought for a while and said, "Ten days."

The place where Edith Hall was filming was too remote. She took a plane to go
there and then she had to take trains and cars. It would take four or five days to
spend time on the road.

She went to visit Edith deliberately, so of course she couldn't just stay for one
night and leave.

Kenny Clarke said directly, "It's been too long."

Gloria Taylor froze for a moment, and explained, "It will take four or five days on
the road. Ten days is not too long."

Kenny Clarke stared at her expressionlessly, "Five days."

Gloria Taylor, "..." Five days was only enough for her to see Edith Hall.

Edith Hall had been in the industry for so many years. Gloria had never visited
Edith when Edith was filming.

Kenny Clarke didn't give Gloria Taylor a chance to refute at all. He looked gloomy
and threatened her, "It's a deal. If it is more than five days, you will accept the
consequence."

"Kenny Clarke!"

Gloria Taylor only had time to call his name, because Kenny turned around and
left without giving her a chance to speak.

This time, Kenny Clarke really left.



--If it is more than five days, you will accept the consequence.

Gloria Taylor felt that Kenny Clarke's request was simply unreasonable.

He was just like an authoritarian tyrant. She told him that it would take four or five
days on the road, but he still just gave her five days.

Gloria Taylor couldn't talk with him because he wouldn't listen.

If he didn't listen to her, was it necessary for her to take his threat to heart?

Gloria Taylor made up her mind. This time, she couldn’t be affected by Kenny
Clarke.

...

The day before leaving, Gloria Taylor went to Kenny Clarke's house to take a look
at Tina.

The day was Saturday.

Gloria Taylor walked in and asked the servant. The servant said that Kenny
Clarke was in the study.

Gloria Taylor stayed at Kenny Clarke's house all afternoon, but she never saw
Kenny Clarke come out of the study. Everything in need was sent by the servant.

Gloria Taylor knew that Kenny Clarke was still angry with her, so he didn't want to
see her.

Before leaving, she went upstairs and knocked on Kenny Clarke's study door.
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"Kenny Clarke, my plane will be at 7 o'clock tomorrow morning."

After Gloria Taylor finished speaking, there was no sound in the room at all, so
she couldn't help but put her ear on the door to listen to the movement inside.

It was quiet inside. There was no sound at all.

The soundproofing of the room was very good, but if she put her ear on the door
and the people inside were walking, she could hear a little movement.

Gloria Taylor sighed helplessly. It seemed that Kenny Clarke still didn't want to
see her.

This man was really... He was even harder to coax than Tina.

Gloria Taylor reached out and knocked on the door again, then said, "I will leave if
you don't come out."

There was finally movement in the room.

Kenny Clarke said angrily, "If you want to leave, hurry up!"

Gloria Taylor pursed her lips and left!

When she turned and left, the door of the study was opened from the inside.

Kenny Clarke stood in the doorway, looking toward the empty corridor, his
expression increasingly gloomy.

If she wanted to leave, just leave. Why did she come and tell him on purpose?



If he couldn't help but want to force her to stay, she asked for it.

...

The next day.

When Kenny Clarke got up and stood in front of the full-length mirror while fixing
his tie, he couldn't help but raise his wrist to check the time.

There were ten minutes to seven o'clock.

Gloria Taylor must have boarded the plane at the airport now.

Thinking of this, Kenny Clarke's expression became gloomy again.

His tie-up movement became mechanical and somewhat stiff.

After breakfast, Shi Ye had already drove over to pick him up.

During this period of time, after Kenny Clarke gradually got used to it, Shi Ye no
longer lived in Kenny Clarke's house, but he still drove Kenny to the company
every day.

Shi Ye respectfully opened the car door for Kenny Clarke, "Mr."

Kenny Clarke walked to the car. When he was about to get in the car, he saw Shi
Ye's tie, frowning, "Your tie color and clothes don't match."

Shi Ye, "???" Why did Mr. Kenny suddenly care about the color of his tie?

Kenny Clarke didn't get into the car immediately after speaking. He still stood in
front of the car door staring at Shi Ye.



Shi Ye thought for a while, lowered his head slightly, and said, "I will change one
tomorrow."

Kenny Clarke still did not move.

Shi Ye was a little confused. He took a look at Kenny Clarke, then he stretched
out his hand to untie his tie.

This time, Kenny Clarke got into the car.

Shi Ye was murmuring in his heart. Although Mr. Kenny was usually picky, he
wasn’t like this. Mr. Kenny actually cared about his clothes.

What happened?

However, what Shi Ye didn't expect was that this was just the beginning.

Shi Ye walked around to the other side and sat in the driving position. When he
was about to drive, Kenny Clarke who was sitting in the back row said quietly,
"What kind of air freshener is used in the car? It smells bad."

Shi Ye said, "I have always used this air freshener. You said it smells good last
time..."

Kenny Clarke only said indifferently, "Really?"

Shi Ye knew the temper of Kenny Clarke a long time ago, so he naturally didn't
dare to say more now. He directly covered the air freshener and threw it into the
trash can.

When Shi Ye was driving, Kenny Clarke said again, "After driving for so many
years, it is also a skill to be able to drive so shaky."

First, Kenny Clarke disliked the color of his tie, and then the smell of the air
freshener in the car, and now Kenny said he was not driving stably enough...



Shi Ye realized that Kenny Clarke was not suddenly concerned about the color of
his tie, nor was he suddenly disgusted with his unsteady driving, but because
Kenny Clarke felt everything was not pleasing to his eyes.

Why?

Of course he was in a bad mood!

Why was he in a bad mood? It must be related to Mrs. Gloria!

If it was because of Gloria Taylor, it would made sense that Kenny Clarke was so
abnormal.

Having figured this out, Shi Ye understood everything. No matter how Kenny
Clarke was picky, Shi Ye can calmly deal with it.

When they arrived at the company, not only Shi Ye was not pleasing to Kenny
Clarke’s eyes, but also to the senior management.

Everyone had a hard time all day.

Shi Ye secretly wondered what was going on which made Kenny Clarke feel so
unhappy?

When they got off work, Shi Ye asked, "Mr., do you still go to Mrs. for dinner
today?"

"Dinner? did I say that you were off work?" Kenny Clarke sat behind the desk,
raised his head and said expressionlessly, "Work overtime today."

Shi Ye nodded slightly, "Well."

Out of Kenny Clarke's office, Shi Ye sighed helplessly.



Today's work was basically done. There was no need to work overtime, but Kenny
Clarke was his immediate boss. Kenny Clarke said he would work overtime. What
could he do?

Last time it was because of Colin Hall that Kenny Clarke and Gloria Taylor had a
cold fight.

What was going on this time?

Shi Ye went back to his office while taking out his mobile phone to read the news
online.

There was no scandal between Mrs. Gloria and other men on the Internet.

Mr. Kenny's mind was really hard to guess.

As soon as Shi Ye just returned to his office, he received Kenny Clarke's call.

"Come here." Kenny Clarke finished his instructions coldly and hung up the
phone.

Shi Ye thought there was something urgent, so he hurried over, "What can I do for
you, Mr.?"

"Call Gloria Taylor and ask where she is." Kenny Clarke's tone was as serious as
he was discussing work with Shi Ye.

Shi Ye twitched the corners of his mouth. He didn’t know what to say.

Under the gaze of Kenny Clarke, he took out his cell phone and called Gloria
Taylor.

The phone rang for a long time before it was picked up.



Shi Ye consciously turned on the hands-free so that Kenny Clarke could hear the
voice of Gloria Taylor.

"Assistant Shi." Gloria Taylor's voice came through the phone. It sounded a little
soft.

Shi Ye directly asked the question which Kenny Clarke let him to ask, "Where are
you, Mrs.?"

Gloria Taylor told him an address and then asked him, "What's up? What’s wrong
with Kenny Clarke?"

When Shi Ye heard this, he couldn't help but look up at Kenny Clarke.

Kenny Clarke looked at Shi Ye indifferently and motioned for Shi Ye to talk freely.

"No, I just planned to call a customer, but I accidentally call you."

Although this reason really sucked, because Shi Ye was a very rigid person,
Gloria Taylor did not think much about it and believed him.

Gloria Taylor thought for a while, and then said, "I left Huyang City by plane this
morning. It may take more than ten days to come back. Please remind Kenny
Clarke to eat. "

Shi Ye immediately replied, "I will. Mrs. don't worry too much."

Then the two didn’t say anything more.

"Mr..."

After hung up the phone, Shi Ye looked up at Kenny Clarke. When he was about
to speak, he found that Kenny Clarke's look was worse than before.



Shi Ye didn’t know if Kenny Clarke heard he calling him. Kenny Clarke just
squinted slightly. Shi Ye didn't know what Kenny Clarke was thinking.

After a while, Kenny Clarke faintly said, "She didn't take my words in her heart."
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When Kenny was at Gloria Taylor's home that day, he told Gloria Taylor that it's up
to five days.

What did she say on the phone just now?

She would take more than ten days to come back.

Fine, she didn't pay attention to his words at all.

Shi Ye didn't know the details of the matter, when he heard Kenny Clarke's words,
he didn't quite understand what was going on, naturally, he didn't dare to speak.

After a long while, Kenny Clarke took a deep breath and said, "Release the news.
We will hold a party in Jinding tonight."

Shi Ye responded: "Yes, sir."

Kenny Clarke rarely took the initiative to hold a party. According to his identity, if
he wanted to hold a party, celebrities from all walks of life would come to attend.

Shi Ye can already imagine how lively the party would be.



However, what the young master just said was to hold a party tonight?

Shi Ye silently rolled his wrist to see the time.

It's already six o'clock, and Jin Ding should be the time when there were most
people. For meals and accommodations, Jin Ding had special boxes and rooms
reserved for Kenny Clarke.

But as for the banquet hall to hold a good party, it was not so easy to arrange it.

After all, Kenny Clarke never participates in events, let alone held a party by
himself, so Jin Ding would not reserve a banquet hall for him.

Although Jin Ding was also created by Kenny Clarke, it had always been
managed by Carl Cook, so these matters were also arranged by Carl.

In this way, it seemed not so easy to hold a banquet tonight...

When Shi Ye was about to speak, he heard Kenny Clarke say: "It's better
tomorrow night."

Shi Ye breathed a sigh of relief: "Okay, I will tell someone to arrange it."

Kenny Clarke leaned back in his chair, he was thinking about something.

All-day long, as long as he remembered that Gloria Taylor was not in Huyang City,
not within his sphere of influence, but in a place separated by thousands of miles,
he felt uncomfortable.

Usually, when Gloria Taylor was in front of him, he didn't think it was a big deal.

Was it because he was too used to her existence?

Kenny Clarke reached out and pressed his brow.



She promised that she would be back within 5 days, now she didn't keep her
words.

...

When Shi Ye went back at night, after knowing that Gloria Taylor was not at home,
Shi Ye drove in the direction of Kenny Clarke's house.

Although the house rented by Gloria Taylor was also on this street, if he wanted to
go to Gloria Taylor, he had to turn into a small street halfway.

Kenny Clarke had been going to Gloria Taylor for dinner recently, and he was
already familiar with the way to Gloria Taylor's home.

When the car passed the intersection, Kenny Clarke's voice sounded from the
back row: "Go in at the intersection."

Shi Ye looked up in surprise and saw Kenny Clarke frowning slightly from the
rearview mirror.

Shi Ye asked aloud: "The young lady is not at home, do you still want to go to
her?"

Kenny Clarke gave him an indifferent look in the rearview mirror: "I did order you
to go to her home at all"

Shi Ye was speechless for a while and felt nothing to say.

Then, under Kenny Clarke's instructions, he drove the car to the complex where
Gloria Taylor lived, and stopped downstairs for a while, until Kenny Clarke said to
go back home, he turned around and drove the car out.

That night, it rained heavily in Huyang City.



The heavy rain continued until the next morning.

When Shi Ye drove to pick up Kenny Clarke, he said: "It's already late autumn,
and it's very rare to have such a heavy rain."

Kenny Clarke tilted his head, staring at the rainy and misty world outside the
window, frowning slightly.

Today's Kenny Clarke felt better than yesterday, but he was even more restless.

Shi Ye brought him coffee, and just put it next to Kenny Clarke's hand, he
knocked it over with his backhand.

The coffee cup fell to the ground and smashed to pieces with a harsh sound.

Kenny Clarke's hands were also dripped with coffee, and coffee stains dripped
from his hands, the areas that were scalded by the coffee immediately became
red.

Shi Ye turned around and walked within two steps, quickly went to the lounge
inside, took a wet towel out and pressed it on his hand, and asked, "Master, are
you okay?"

Kenny Clarke glanced at the smashed coffee cup on the ground with a gloomy
expression.

"I'll clean it up right away." Shi Ye said, and went out and took tools to clean up
the debris.

At this moment, Kenny Clarke's cell phone rang.

Kenny Clarke's heart trembled inexplicably at this moment.

He answered the call and found that it was Carl Cook's call, which made him feel
relieved.



He answered the phone with a calm expression: "What's the matter?"

"I've arranged the party tonight. Go by yourself. I won't accompany you. I have
something to go out of town." Carl Cook's voice sounded different from the usual
relaxed tone, but rather somewhat serious and worried.

Why did these people have to go out of town for something?

Gloria Taylor was like this, and then it's Carl Cook now.

Kenny Clarke asked, "What happened?"

"Originally, this matter didn't have much to do with you. It was a new play by the
company. I went to the western mountain area to film it. But in recent days it has
been raining heavily. News reports that mudslides have occurred over there, and
the crew can't get in touch. I want to go there in person."

Sheng Ding had been in charge of Carl Cook over the past few years. He was the
clear president, and he had taken care of many things.

Now Kenny Clarke needed to manage the Clarke Group, and he had no time to
manage Sheng Ding Media's affairs. If it were not for the life and death of Sheng
Ding Media, Carl Cook would not contact Kenny Clarke.

In the previous three years, Kenny Clarke had completely ignored the affairs of
Sheng Ding Media, and Carl Cook had been able to run the company by himself.

Kenny Clarke said very calmly: "Just send someone there, you don't need to go
there in person."

Carl Cook's voice sounded a little nervous: "No, Edith is also in the crew. I must
go there. I haven't contacted her all day today. I must go there and see her if she's
safe, otherwise, I can't rest assured."



After he finished speaking, he waited for a few seconds and didn't hear Kenny
Clarke's voice. He thought Kenny Clarke didn't want to say anymore, so he said,
"I won't talk to you for now. I have to catch the plane, overnight..."

Before he could finish speaking, he was interrupted by Kenny Clarke.

"You are talking about the crew of Edith Hall, a small mountain village in the west.
It takes a day or two to walk past Huyang City?"

Carl Cook was a little surprised: "How do you know that?"

Kenny Clarke hadn't taken care of the company's affairs. No matter how powerful
he was, he couldn't predict it.

"Gloria Taylor also went there. She told me that she was going to visit Edith. She
set off yesterday morning. She should be on the crew at this time today." Kenny
Clarke's voice came from the phone, he sounded very calm.

When Carl Cook heard the words, he was stunned for a few seconds, then he
scolded, and asked him: "Have you contacted Gloria? Do you want to go together
with me tonight?"


